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Bevu, Tuxhorn will square off
in .April City Council election
By .~!lren 'rorry
Stall Writer
Elliot Bevis and Keith
Tuxhorn will vie for a two-year
Carbondale City Council term in
April's general election after
beating out Matthew Creen in
Tuesday's primary electi~n,
according to unofficial vote
returns.
Bevis. a 44-year-old real
estak' salesman. received 1.365
votes and Tuxhorn, a 27-yearold SlU-C graduate and retail
clerk. 479. Creen. 20, an SJlI-C
pre-!.n... student, finished with
3SO votes_
Bevis and Tuxhorn take
opposite stands on most :o;sues.
Bevis supports completion of
the downtown conference
center project if the Illinois

~-'E~
(., J."y
Gus say. luhom and Bevh
can now' !d the- padded gloves
and sqll"lr ' orr for the bareknuckles_t.

.,

Elliet Bevil

city's land acquisition ordinance_ Tuxhorn w&nts the
project shelved in favor of
saving small businesses.
Both candidates oppose a lax
increase. but Tuxhotn has said
he would support one if it
became necessary to save
social service programs. Bevis
has said that social services
should he funrlM within the

Keith TlIlI:horn

present city budget.
. Bevis sees tht' comt:!exity of
City government as a problem
and advocates streamlining
some ordinances to cut rt'd
tape. Tuxhorn hopes to fill what
he sees as the city's nero for
~i'.~dives" on eity
ISSues from a younger council
member.

:'new

School consolidation proposal lailtJ ~8y Jolin Schrag
Stair Writer

The Carbondale Community
High School District 165 consolidation plan was defeated by
district voters Tuesday.
1beunofficial tally, with aU 37
precincts reporting, was 2,601
"no" votes and 1,921 "yes"
votes, for a 58 perceIIt vote
against the $8.Th million dollar
bond issue.
The. consolidation plan only
carried in nine precincts:
Carbondale 3.14, 15,17.22.23, 24
and 29; and Murphysboro II.
The plan called for the closing
of Central Campus and the
Vocational School, and the
subsequent consolidation of all
hig!: school classes and activities at the East Campus
facilities on East Walnu. Street.
A similar proposal also iost by
a vote of 2,2'10 to 2.084 in a
referendum held in March 1932.
The bonds would have been
used to finance the con-

sohdatioa plan and were to be
paid off with revenues from an
increased property tax.
A citizen's committee supporting the consolidation plan
estimated that the increase in
taxes would have come to fn
~ts per $100 of eot.:alized
assessed valuation of property.
The committee estimated
that a property owner with a
bome assessed at $25,000 would
have payed an extra $lfn.50 per
year. Property assessed a I
$10,000 would have been taxed
an additional $67 per year, they
estimated_ Property is usually
assessed !It about one third of its
market value.
Supporters of the plan said it
was a pay-now or pay-later
propc.sal. They said duplication
of services on three campuses
and the maintenance of three
separate buildings is expensive.
And in light of declining
enrollments it is unnecessary.
they claimt'd.
In addition. they pointt'd out

that even though the consolidation proposal failed. the
school district will be r:e9uirt'd
to spend about $3.25 miihon to
bring the Central Campu!'
facilities within the state's
health and safety I'e\j'.lirements.
Supporters also cll,imed that
the present sys~em. with
students split "':tween three
camhuses,
r:auses
administrative problems and
unnecessary operational costs.
Members of the citizens'
committee argued that a
consolidated system would
benefit the students. Thev said
that
with
the
current
arrangement. students spend
too much time shuttling between campuses and often are
unable to schedule all the
classes they desire. They also
maintained that Carbondale
high school students lack the
sense of unity thnt normally
develops in a one-eampus
school.

Hutcherson
wins student
trustee post
::;'rri~~t~!graty
SharJn Hutcherson WO,'l thE'
sll!,d('nt
Irustf>e
elec.ion
Tupsday by a landslidE'.
lInoffkial talliE'S showf>d
Hutcherson. a second-vear law
student, With 1.010 voteS, Laurie
Wallon receivt'd 114: Gcrdon
Wayman. 104; John Kelly. 93;
Surya
Prasai.
69:
and
Alexander Miceli. 28.
The t'leclion was held to select
a replacement for Stan Irvin.
who resignt'd as studenl trustee
Feb. 10. Hutcherson's tem: ~!II
expire June 30.
There were 1.897 votes cast by
students. but the Student
Trustee Ele<:tlon ComJTlission
invalidated 479 votes. stating
that workers at one poll were
telling students whom to votf>
for.
Election Commissioner John
Strem said he saw a pollworkf>r
coac"'ing t' v<)ter at the poll at
the n"rth ent. ance of the
Student Center. Ht' said hI'
"spokt' to the pollworkers and
put them on wanting."
"The problem was supposedly c1eart'd up on the sp'-'t."
he said.
tlowevf>r, two complaints.
both c.. which were witnessed bv
candidates Walton, Prasai and
Wayman. were filed. Strem
said
In one complaint. Kevin Long
stated, "One of the poJlworkers
at the north cnd of the Student
Center askt'd mf> to vote for
~haron Hutcherson." The other,
{!It'd by John Cranley. charged
that a few of the pollworkers at
the same toeation had been
heard teDing people to vote for
Hutcherson.

w~~:~:~~f~~~m~l:~

of Alpha Phi Omega. al 2:50
p.m. lliine campus polls were
scht'dult'd to be open from 8
a.m, to 5 pm.
The corr.mission members
decidt'd in a 5-to-{) vote to invalidate the 479 votes cast a!
that pon Strem said the order
in which the candidates finished
would I10t have been arfe<:ted bv
the invalidated votes.
.
Commission member Dave
Rogers said the in~'alidation
would not serve as precedent
for other elt:dions. "This is not
binding for the future." ht'said.
"A different commission could

\
ShareR Hukhrrson

rule differt'nly on another
ele<:tion.
"There was no Qut'Stion of any
impropriety on the part of
Hutcherson." Rogers said
With the 479 votes added.
Hutcherson
would
havE'
re<:eived 1.286; Walton. 168;
Wayman. 158; Kelly. 125;
Prasai, 115; and Miceb. 45
CommiAiaD _ b e r Roser

Bauers :.aid Alpha Phi Omt>ga
would not be paid_
Strem sa,d DO other cmnplaints were filed.
Student Trustee Eleclion
Laws specify that the ejection
commission be composE'd of
three undergraduate and three
graduate or professional
students. Walton. who was a
representative sele<:ted by the
UndergraduatE Studeot
Organization. resigned from the
commission to run for the
position.
Walton was not replaced. but
Strem said he didn't think the
five-member commission would
be a problem. "The laws just
say the commi~ion ha~ to be !;E't
up with six memlA':":." ne said
The commission will report
the unofficial results to the lISO
and the Graduale Student
Council for approval. U approved, Hutcherson. a 25-,'earold from C1!icago. will be seatPd
officially at the Board of
TrnstPf'S meeting Ma"Th 10.

U.S. marshals impound Chicago ballots
CHICAGO
(AP,
Democrats turned out in huge
numhers Tuesday to vote on
whether to give Mayor Jane
Byrne another term. but as vote
fraud complaints mounted the
federal government reached
agreement with the city to have
I.l.S. marshals impound the
ballots.
t;.S. Attorney Dan K. Webb
announct'd the imflOUlldment
evpn before the polls c11l1Sed in
Byrne's primary contest with
Cook County State's Atto- ney
Richard M. Daley, son of the
late mayor who rult'd City Hall
for 21 yeaIs. and Il$. Rep.
Harold Washington. the first
bIadt ever considered a Rood

prospect to win a mayoral
el«tion.
With 102 of the 2.914 precincts
reportt'd. Daley carried a slight
lead. Daley held 42.3 percent of
the vote. with 16,614 -(otes;
Byme carried 4J.7 percent, with
16.378 votes: and Washington
carrit'd 11.6 percent. with 4,604
votes.
Winningtheprimaryhasbeen
tantamount to winning the
general election in this city.
WeOb reached an agreement
with Chicago elections board
Chairman Michael Lavelle that
onct' the ballots are coonted.
they would be stored in a
warehouse and "their integrity
will be assured by ll.S. ".sr·

shals," he said. It would take
time to evaluate vote fraud
charges, Webb said.
Election officials predictt'd
that despite light rain, a record
1.275 million of the 1.6 million
registered Democrats 'would
vote.

The last time more than 1
millicm voters turned out for a
primary was 195&. when the late
Richard J. Daley ousted an
incumbent to begin the nrst of
his six terms.
Former state Rep. Bernard
Eptp-II ran urKlJll)Med
the
Republican primary. and will
face the Democratic nominee
April 12.
The three Democrat speDt

'Ii

more than $12 million in the
primary. making it the costliest
in Chicago history. About $10
million was raised by Byrne.
largely from people doing
business with the cit}. and she
spent nearly all oi it on the
primary campaiJm.
Byrne's fund-raising, her
allegt'd cronyism and ae city's
financial condition were the key
issues,
along
with
the
tumultuous administration in
the early years of her term.
Byrne, 48, trailt'd when she
announced her ~Iection bid
last faU. shot ahead to a strong
lead in January but lost groond
to her cha'Jengers at the end of
the campaign. public opinion

polls indicated.
All three caldidates had
avc-,ided references to race but
in the last few days the two
challengers accused county
Democratic Chairman Ed
Vrdolyak, a Byrne supporter, of
race-baiting. Newspapers
reported that Vrdolyak toid
white precinct catltains over the
weekend that the election was
"a racial thing" and that a
ballot for Daley would split tht:
white vote and help nominate
Washington.
Daley, 4{), who had long been
consitJered a possible successor
to his father. had focused on his
famous political namf> and
Byrne's record.

City Council OKs ordinances
necessary for surgical center
Uy .'obl. Sc:hrag
Starr Writer

A proposal for a new ambulatory surgical center in
Cdrbondale quietly cleared
another hurdle Monday night
\10 hen
the
City
Council
unanimously approved two
ordinances making property
changes which are necessary
for construction of the facility.
The council agreed to rezone
the property being considered
for the project from medium
density
residential
to
professional and administrative
office. It also agreed to sell
some city alley property needed
for the facility to the corporation planning the surgical
center for $4,000.
The project is being planned
by Southern Illinois Hospital
Services Inc .• the corporation
that operates Carbondale
Memorial
Hospital.
The
surgical center is tentatively
planned to be built nlar
Memorial Hospital. on the west
side of Universitv Avenue
between Oak and Jackson
streets.
At the council meeting last
week. opposition to the facility's
proposed abortion services was
\·oiced. despite efforts of Mayor

Hans I'ischer to keep moral and
religious issues out of the
discus.<;ion and restrict it to
matters of land use.
When Jackson County Right
to Life Inc. protested the
proposed facility earlier this
year. Memorial Hospital Administrator George Maroney
said that abortions are just one
of many surgical procedures
performed at surgical centers.
He noted that abortiom are
legally allowed and are now
being performed at Memorial
Hospital.
Surgical centers are designed
to give one-day medical service
for minor surgical op;:!rations.
Hospital officials say that
because overhead costs for such
facilites are less. and patients
do not spend the night. the cost
of minor surgery is reduced.
Maroney said that several
more steps are required before
construction of the facility can
begin. He said an application
must be filed with the (IIinois
State Health Facilities Planning
Board. which will decide if the
need for such a facility justifies
its projected cost. Maroney said
the board usuallv takes between
90 and 100 days before announcing such decisions.
He said the hospitfll cor-

News Roundup--

u.s. to insure Israeli borders

poration must alsa begin exploring the bond market to
determine the best way to
structure the debt that will ~
incurred in construction.
Several marketing options ..u-e
open to tax-exempt facilities
such as hospitals. he S?id.
Maroney said hE.: hopes that
the legal and fi.r.dncial work can
be done in ti~ne to start const:uction in iate fall or early
wmter. He said the facilitv
should be ready for patients 12
to 14 months after construction

"superfund" program to dean
up dumps posing threats to the
health of millions.
Chemical Waste. of Oak
Brook, m., is represented by
Denver lawyer James. Sanderson. who for 15 months was Co
paid. part-time consultant to
EPA Adml.listrator Anne
Gorsuch - .Anne Burford since
her weekend marriage. Sanderson removed himself from
ronsideration for the No. 3 job
;, the EPA after he was accused of improperly aiding
another client while working for

Taxpayers urged to file early
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - TbP. state Revenue Department
Prodded taxpayers Tuesday to file 1982 Dlinois income tax
returns early.
Nearly 100.000 taxpayers who did fIle etJl'ly already are
sharing in $5.8 million in refunds that have been sent out or
will be mailro next week, Director J. Thomas Johnson said.
Nearly 1 million of the estimated nearly 5 million personal
income tax returns expected this year already have been filed,
he said.
Deadling for filiDg is April 15.

be~ins.

In response to concerns
raised earlier about possible
flooding in the neighborhood
around the proposed faciltv.
Councilwoman Helen Westberg
reported Monday night that a
capital improvements project is
being planned to alleviate
drainage problems in that area
of the city.
Nearby
residents
who
complained about the lack of
screening provided in past
hospital construction were
again assured that proper
screenfng and lighting will be
provided as outlined in a siteplan for the property.

Congress probes EPA contracts
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Environmental
Protection
Agency sanction~ the award of
a ~.7 million contract for toxic
waste cleanup to a company
accused of trying to cover up its
own pollution problems. The
com~ny was represented by a
forrner consultant to the EPA's
administrator.
.
The contract to Chemical
Waste Management Inc. has
come under scrutiny by
Congress as part of a ballooning
investigation into whether
politics played a part in the

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan declared
Tuesday he has re .. ~ a "truly alarming" decline in
America's global influence, and offered to Dex renewed U.S.
muscle by insuring Israel's border security if it quickly pulls
its troops back from Lebanon.
"This administration is prepared to take all necessary
measures to guarantee the security of Israel's northern
borders in the aftermath of the complete withdrawal of the
Israeli army," the president pi!! in a speech to the American
Legion.
Reagan gave no details of bow the United States would
guarantee the borders. His spokesman, Larry Speakes, said
one option was using U.S. troops, probably as part of a
multinatiooal force, upon specific request and if their use was
an essential part of an agreement.

the agency. The FBI is investigating.
Rep. James Florio. D-N.J ..
one of five House subcommittee
chairmen investigating the
agency, has demanded explanations (rom Sanderson and Mrs. Burford by Thursday.
Sanderson said he did nothing
improper.

Government promises to buy town
EUREKA, Mo. (AP) - The federal government promised
Tuesday to spend $33.1 million to buy the entire town of TImes
Beach and move its residents to protect them from dioxin
contamination.
Environmental Protection Agency administrator Anne M.
Burford told reporters the EPA will pay for the immediate
relocation of aU the town's residents and businesses. with
Missouri footing the remaining 10 percent of the cost.
Floodwaters damaged virtually aU of the town's IKlO bomes
and businesses. Dioxin, a chemical byproduct of herbicide
production, was mixed with waste oil and sprayed on streets in
Times Beach to control dust a decade ago. Its effect on
humans is tmclear.

The EPA is seeking a $48.500
fine against Chemical Waste for
violations found Oil an inspection trip to Lowry on Sept.
16 and 17.

SsL rhoto
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Help Hangar Celebrate Ita Blrthclay

rtifh

* people
Fr. . Old Styl. glasses to fint 120
purchaSing Old Style drafts

*

(limit 1 glass per customer)
Fr. . cold cups (while they last)
DOOR PRIZES (T-shirts, beer sIgns, .'t.)

*5Ot

*504

•

S"~

explr••

105 TAO COUPON

* Hundreds of Helium-Filled Balloons

*

(coupon must accompany order)

Regular price of
color print orders
developed and printed
(Plus receive our regular
2 prln;'s for the price of J)

105 TAO and PEARLE

VISION CENTER

offer you 20% off any complete pair of prescription eyeglasses or contact lenses. Eye
exams also available. Valid at time of purchase
only. UniversIty Mell, Carbondale
explrws (3/31/83)

DRAFTS
DRAFTS

TAO COUPON

*~
BOTTLES
Powerhouse Rhythm & Blues
from

George Faber & Stronghold
NOCOYIR*

*

Ratlllrir '4.49IrifIItWt.,.

SIRLOIN STEAK

lint,t2.99
expires (3n183'

S-Senate to consider fund rules bill

By James De...

Staff Wriler

The Student Senate will
consider a bill to approve
funding guidelines for the
Special Academics Activity
Fund during its regular meeting
at 7 p.m. Wednesday in Student
Center Ballroom B.
The fund was established last
year to fund individuals and
groups who wish to attend
professional workshops and
seminars. The guidelines were
proposed by a special panel

appointed to oversee the fund.
The senate, which is the
legislative body of the Undergraduate Student
Organization. will also consider
a resolution in favor of the
proposed name change of the
General Academic Programs to
the School of General llndergraduate
and
InterdiSCiplinary Studies.
Jewell Friend. dean of
General Academic Programs,
is in favor of the change since,
she said, it would provide a
clear delineation of the function

Breath test refusal admissible
as evidence, high court rules
SPRINGFIELD tAP) - A
key portion of Illinois' new
drunken driving law was approved by the the U.S. Supreme
Court Tuesday as justices ruled
that refusal to take a sobriety
test may he used as evidence of
guilt.
"We're hopeful that this will
help get peoplp to take the
Breathalyzer (test>," said Jim
Edgar, Illinois secretary of
state.
Edgar was a backer of a 1981
bill that revamped the state's
drunken driving law. The new
law includes a provision
allOWing prosecutors to use a
motorist's refusal to take a
or<:ath test as evidence in court.
Edgar added that the high
court's decision appears to
reflect gro...,ing public concern
about drunken driving, which
has been blamed for killing
more than 25,000 people a year.
"T1,e situation underlying this
case ... occurs with tragic
frequency on our nation's highways," Justice Sandra Day

O'Connor wrote. "The carnage
caused by drunk drivers is welldocumented ...
In a 7-2 decision, the court
said it is not a violation of one's
constitutional right against selfincrimination to have such a
refusal used as evidence in
court. The Supreme Court has
previously held that states may
force suspected drunken
drivers to take tests to measure
alcohol or drug levels in the
blood.
The court overturned a ruling
by the South Dakota Supreme
Court, which said jurors cannot
be told about a driver's refusal
to take a breath test because it
would violate the
constitutionally gu..:-anteed right
against self-incrimination.
According to documents
submitted to the Supreme
Court, courts in at least six
states besides South Dakota
have ruled againsl the use of
sobriety lest refusals as
evidence.

of the school. The UOlt'S
programs are offered in
cooperation with other schools
in th", University, and it acts as
a linkage agency by assisting
activities directed toward
s Iud I' n I 's a cad I' n' I C
achievement.
The senate will also consider
a resolution in favor of an increase in the campus housing
activity fee at Evergreen
Terrace. Last year. the
Evergreen Terrace Activity
Council unanimoo.'Ily approvl'd
a $1 increase in th.~ir activity

lee per month.
The USO Housing, Tuition and
Fees Commission also approved the increse, which would
be
used
for
expanded
recreational and activity
crograms for the many children

By John Schrag

Staff Wriler

At the requests of nurby
residents, parking along North
Oakland
Street
between
Whitney and Chautauqua
streets will be prohibited from 7
a.m. t09a.m. and from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Parking near intersectiom
along the street will also be
banned.
The City Council discussed
the matter earlier this year and
approved
an
ordinance
regulating parking at ii.s
meeting Monday night.
Residents living along North
Oakland Street have complained about cars being parked
along the street for long periods
of time. While some residents
favored a complete parking
ban, others wanted parking to
remain available for thl'mselves or guests.
The parking ordinance will

to approve the American
Association
of
Airport
Executives as a recognized
student organization. The 0bjective of the organization is to
develop professionalism in
students interested in aviation

also allow the city to sweep the
street, a favorite parking area
for sm -C students and faculty,
at its scheduled time of 8 a.m.
Mayor Hans Fischer said that
the parking ordinance adopted
by the council was somewhat of
a rarity as it "pretty well meets
all the concerns of thl' neighborhood" and city officials.
Ed Reeder, director of public
works. said signs designating
the new parking restrictions
should be posted sometiml' this
week or early next week.
In other action, the council
approved a staff recommendation to raisl' renta! rates
at the Eurma C. Hayl's Center
from $4.94 per square foot to
$5.55 per square foot in fiscal
year 1983-84
Th ... ,:,ouncii. which discussed
the matter at an informal
meeting last week, had considered implementing a smaller
rent increase and using reserve
funds to meet costs. However.

tdraJ Is 50

it

Pitchers $2.00

•

the apmade by
Cook, is
becomes

the council decided that the
larger rent increase would
allow the reserve fund to be
used for other things. such as a
new roof that is r.eeded on the
bUilding.
Councilman Archie Jonl's
said that while the rent increase
may seem eXCe5SIVI' to some
people. it is justified because it
will allow the roof to be fixed.
"Without a roof. that building
wouldn't be worth much." he
said.

Rape reported
A Carbondall' woman was
raped Monday night (on the past
sidl' of town. according to
Carbondale police
The rl'port was recei Vl'd
shortly after midnight and
police said they have a suspect
No further information about
the rape was released. pending
investigation.
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Italian Sausage
Hamburger
Pepperoni
Canadian Bacon
Ham
Mushroom

U

6.SO
.35

Cheese
Add. ing.

INGIIDIINTS:

J2"

14"

7.SO
.75

9.00
1.00

(Allow 30 min. for stuffed)
Cheese
1 Item

2 Item
3 Item

Onion
Green Pepper
Black Olive
Green Olive
P
I
ineapp e
Anchovy

COMPARI OUR PRlaS AND QUALI" AND YOU WILL
KNOW WHY WI CAMI TO CARBONDALE.
Our Coupons Never Expire

•

~~~~(u;.:rd ~or ~~ve~~rfc':.

Senate approval of
pointment, which was
USO President Jerrv
~~rt before it'

PIZZA

Bring in a photo of
your favorite prof .
and get a 54 draft
with food order.

I':

banquet,
and
the
senate will consider tb~ reappointment of John Stewart as

*S1UPfID PIZZA *

We Deliver at LUNCH 11 :30-2:00
Across from Old Town Liquor

r

fr~,:::c~e ':~a~ero~~ a~~~:

South Oakland parking ban
OK'd at City Council meeting

529-/J44
Sun.-Thurs.11a.m.-1a.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11a.m.-20.m.

In other businl'ss. the
Agricultural Student Advisory

i~e ;:na~~'!:~id:~a~~ll

LAROMA PIZZA
FREE DJ311VERY
Open 1 days a week.

management

Special
(5, M, O. GP, PP)
Works
X Thick
X Cheese

1....
16"
Il'
u:t'
4.25 ".75 6.00 6.SO
".SO 5.00 6.SO 7.50
5.25 5.75 7.00 8.25
6.00 6.50 7.SO 9.SO
6.SO 7.00 8.SO 11.00

8.SO 9.00 11.00
.25.SO
.75
.75
.25.SO
.75

Ule.r~:;andcheese ~:~DJ~::'ANDSAND~·50
5~~nhetti
RC;:;~~
Iitahan Sausage

I MeattY..1I
I Sub

All The Time

OUR BEER GARDEN IS NOW OPEN!

I 6"

I 12"

I

Italian Beef

2,75
2_SO

2.75
".SO
2.75

Meat
DINNERS
(Salad. bread)
Salads
Small
large

2,00
2.25

3.SO

13.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Meat
Tortellini
Plain
Meat

2.25
2.50

2.25
2.50

.89
1.31

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~!~~~~~~~~---------.
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SPECIAL

Our Coupons Never Expire
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SPECIAL
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~
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Opinion & Gommentaq

Abortion question
not the issue
mOSE WHO OPPOSE abortion go too Car when they would
prevent a community Crom baving the benefits or a medical Cacility
because the facility would offer abortions as part of its services.
The Carbondale City Council rightly approved plans Monday Cor
an ambulatory surgical care facility at Memorial Hospital because
the facility is needed and becau.'Ie it will benefit many people with
lower medical bills. The moral issue or abortioo should not have
stood in the way, and the council was right in not allowing opponents
or abortion to make it an issue at least week. 's council meeting.
Opponents of abortionhave a right to a forum, or course! But the
council meeting dealt with zoning and land-use questions and was
not a forum for debate on abortion. Opponents or abortion should
take their fight to the legisla1ures and the courts.
ABORTIONS ARE LEGAL. As long as they are, it is not the
council's place to condemn the surgical care facility on the basis or
tile anti-abortionists' opinion or it.
The anti-abortionists can refuse on moral grounds to use the new
faCility. That is their right. But others have a right to medical care,
including abortions, if they choose.
Opponents of abortion should keep in mind that the proposed
facility is not an abortion clinic but a facility that will provide
abortions among many other services.
The fact is that abortions now are performed at Memorial
Hospital - and at other hospitals elsewhere. Would those who oppose abortion on moral and religious grounds bave those hospitals
closed down?

~Letters---
Game show idea'stupid'
Well Mr. Herrmann you've
done it again. You've proven
yourseU an absolute idiot one
more time. Your Feb. 2' article
in the DE has shoW'"! yur once
more an utter space case who
should be fitted for a padded
classroom.
This time vou attacked WSIU·
TV . Channel 8 and PBS by
recommending that they carry

game shows. How STUPID ~
Public broadcasting's f· .. ·
darnental basis is to provide
alternative programming to
what is seen on the networks.
WSIU and PBS do this job well,
providing programs that reach
all ages and classes of people.
even people (and I use the term
loosely) like you.

a chance to sell more ads: this
is where your ignorance of
public TV really shows up.
"Public Broadcasting" is just
that, owned by the public. It
does not have commercials I
Mr. Herrmann, you also
stated that producing such
shows "certainly wouldn't cost
too much". Wrong! You obviously again have shown your
lack of knowledge of TV
production. Even the simplest
of TV productions rt'qtJire quite
an investment of time. man·
power and equipment.

Finally. your contention that
WSIU, and PBS as a whole, are
"dull". I guess that this just
proves that all things are
relative because you see. I lind
you. your writing. and your
One of your objections with outlook on life - dull. Why dOll't
PBS is that it's geared toward you go out and get a real job
intellectuals. Not true! I even instead of soiling our paper a
think there are programs that couple of times a week? All I
are geared to your level,
can say is it's just too bad birth
Herrmann.
control isn't retrospective. your
As for your contention that mother might opt for it! _
WSIU-PBS should carry game
shows because it would give us SteVeD Stahl. Seni.... Radio-TV.

Mom, dad liable for kids
This letter is in response to
your ewtorial of Feb. 18.
You tell me just what
business does a girl seventeenyears-old or youD~er have in
possessing an 'acfjve sex life'?
By law any child \)e}ow the age
of 17 is legally under the
at:.Spices of the parents. If the
cbild SIJ.x.'eeds, the parents get
the crecat. If the child breaks
the law and damages JrOPI!rtY,
the parents are held responsible. Ahh - this is an issue of
parental responsibility. Parents
have every right to know what
their children are doing as long
as Mom and Dad are liable for
the kids.
Your argument that the girls
who are scared away from the
federaily-funded centers, would
go ahead with sex without birth

control IS unJustified. If the
youngster Considered going to
the center she defInitely knows
the consequences of an 'active
sex life' or she wouldn't have
considered the federally-funded
center in the first place.
Ab, but DOW say th~ toddler
does chooae to lead this 'active
sex life' witbout birth control.
Pregnancy may occur. Now
reponsibility falls on the two
young culprits. A totally
awesome hot potato - too hot
for many to handle. If the young
can't handle it - if it's too hot in
the k:!::' ..m - then they better
get out of this 'active sex life'.
It's easy for the male half to
bail out leaving the girl behind,
yet such is the life in thi~
carefree game or sex. - Justin

Wes&, SopItOlllGre, Uberal AJ1s.

Pa(le,4,f.D.a."',f;gypdaa,-FetIruary"iIh·-l9l3··

8y Jay Small
Student Edltor-ia-Cbief

WHAT'S IN a name? Not
enough, says Jewell Friend.
Friend, dean of General
Academic
Programs.
believes the title or that unit
is inappropriate. And as part
of a restructuring effort, !!he
bas suggested a new title that
would "signal clearly its
function."
Her preference? How does
"School of General Undergraduate
and
Interdisciplinary Studies" ring
in yOW' ears?
It doesn't ring too well in
mine. To me. this looks like a
case or the same rationale
that made "food processors"
out of blenders and "sanitary
engineers" out of janitors.
IN FAIRNESS, though, I
did read Friend's ll-point,
page-and-a-half, singlespaced ratiDll8.le for the name
change. School of General
Undergraduate and Interdisciplinary Studies is a
name that freshman foreign
students can identify with,
Friend says. It "clearly
defines and desil~tr.s" the
unit. It gives the program
"respect and pres~ige." she
believes.
It also could present some
problems. 1 would think.
For one, how will Friend fit
"Dean of the School of
General Undergraduate and
Interdisciplinary Studies,
Southern lllinois University"
in the "Occupation" slot on
her income tax form?

AND HOW WILL receptionists at the newly

designated school handle
phone calls" I can hear it
now ...
RECEPTIONIST (an·
swering phone): "Hello.
School of General Undergraduate
and
Interdisciplinary Studies. May
I help you""
CALLER: "What?"
RECEPTIONIST: "This is
the School of General Undergraduate
and
In·
terdisciplinary Studies. May
I help you""
CALLER: "I'm sorry. I
rr. 'lot have the wrong num·
ber. I wanted General
Academic Programs."
RECEPTIONIST:
"This
is ...er, I mean was, General
Academic Programs. We've
changed our name to School
of General Undergraduate
and Interdisciplinary
Studies."
CALLER: "What?"
RECEPTIONIST: "School
of Genernl Undergraduate
and Interdisciplinary
Studies. It's a name that
gives the program respect
and prestige. We think it
clearly
defines
and
designates the unit. People
will be better able to identify
with it"
CALLER: "Identify with
it? I can't even remember
how to say it!"
RECEPTIONIST: "School
of General Undergraduate
and Interdisciplinary
Studies."
CALLER: "What?"
And on and on.
BUT, AGAIN for the sake
of fairness, I'll assume that

somewhere in the heart of
that l1-point, page-and-a-

haU. single-spaced rationale
for this name change there is
a legitimate reason or two for
it.
Still, I'm worried that the
name change idea might
catch on in other academic
units on campus.
After all, the ('.allege of
Communications and Fine
Arts could signal its function
more clearly with a name like
"College of Personal and
Media-Oriented
Expostulation. Pontification and
Cultural Refinement."

And 111 bet any Child and
Family major could more
readily identify with the
"School of Interpersonal
Household Unit Relations and
Infant-Early
Youth
Development. "
And what English professor
wouldn't like the respect and
prestige 01 having "Depart·
ment of Anglo-Grammatical
and Classic, Neo-Classic and
Modern Literary Studies" on
his resume when it comes
time to search for a deanship
somewhere?

AND COULDN'T Religious
Studies be more clearly
defined and designs ted with a
name like "Studies in
American and Worldwide
Christian, Moslem, Buddhist,
Pagan, Mystical and Com·
parative
Beliefs
and
Culture"?
Somebody
somewbere
ought to be able to come up
with a 2G-point, page-andfour-fifths, single-spaced
rationale for that me.

Student body victim of its own apathy
My congratulations to Andrew Herrmann for inspiring
the DE reading public to stand
up for their beliefs. Though I
don't agree with the bigoted
nature of his editorials, one
mLL'Jtadmit that the SIU student
body has finally revealed a
hidden voice.
For years the student body at
SIU has heen a victim of its own
lethargy. negativism, and just
plain old '" don't ~ive a damn.

111 only be here four years."
and has been duped by it!; own

taxes and by definition, as

elected constituency that hasn't
the guts to say no to the powers
that sign their paychecks. We
need more student voice. not
people who hand oot electoral
pamphlets in a loud voice and
then squeak to Albert Somit in a
soft voice More students should
speak out. say NO to the administrauOll; that we are more
than a device for cash flow and
debits; that we are citizens,pay

us.

public servants they work for
Protest is bealthy. and briDgs
about needed cbange if it is
strong enough and constructive
in nature.
So, my bat's off to you
Andrew, for your dry. raspy wit

has spawned a tremor that.
with enough time, may become
Dave La&a quake. lOW, Seal.., ESSE

Break trips
to Springfield,
Chicago set
Tht' Office of Tntt'rnational
Education will sponsor two
separatt' trips to Chicago and
Springfield. ilL during the
spring break period.
The Chicago trip. which costs
$72. includes round trip tr:.n-

sportation.
hotel
accommodations and entrance
fees. Tht' group will It'ave
March 12 and return to Carbondale March 15. Tht' deadline
for registering is March I.

sc~!dul!frti:g~~~:dN:~o~le~

staff Photo by

Deag Jaavria

Ka..y S......................uw., ......,. is . . . . . .t wder at tile camp. whicll is locateet
.me ...... ea..... _d ......... eq1dpm. _ &lie .,..... now GIl the west side 01 die
item. . . .lIabie , . ratal from Base Camp. SIIII ReereatIGII Cmler.

ViUagt'. Illinois legislature. the
statt' museum. and a variety of
otht'r sites of interest. The trip
will cost $68 and the group will
leave March 17 and retur,1
March 19. Registration deadlint'
is Feb. 25
Students interested in participating must sign up at International Services. 910 S.
Forest Sl. Carbondalt'.
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SHC's Base Ca~p provides
outdoor recreation equipment
Bv Lisa Nichois
Siaff Writer
Want to rent a tent? Or how
about a canoe. a sleeping bag. a
cooler or a lantern? Where can
a student go to rent these items
- and many more - at an
affordable price?
Base Camp - that's where.
Located on the ground Door
on the west side of the
Recreation Center. Base Camp

Lultt'S said new equipment is
purchased periodically to better
serve the students. The staff
gets ideas for different
equipment fr~m a student
suggestion box. then takes cost
and safety into consideration
before purchasing the items.
Three years ago. because of
the requests of many students.
Base Camp expanded its services to include sports equipment rental. including team and

The rates are reasonable from 5 cents a day for funnels to
a day fo. a canoe and ac·
cessories - and the items can
be reserveri up to a week in
advance.
The service. available to SIlIC students only. is funded
through student fees. said Brian
l.ukes, assistant coordinator of
Base Camp.
Base Camp charges cleaning
fees for items returned dirty,
13te fees for each business day
items are kept out past the
return date and damage fees to
cover the repair of damaged
equipment.
But l.ukes said Base Camp
dosn't have much of a problem
with items being returned in
poor
condition,
becau;;;e
students must sign a legal
contract when they rent the
items which makes them liable
for the items, and therefore,
more careful with them.

clocks and field timers_
Lukes said April and May are
generally the busiest months for
Base Camp. and Kathy SZUI. a
student worker at Base Camp.
said weekends are busier than
weekdays. Szul recommends
students reserve the equipment
in advance to a·.;surt' its
availability.
Students pay rental only for
the days Base Camp is open for
business. Lukes saId. Students
who wish to reserve equipment
for spring break could rent the
equipment on Friday. March II
and return it Sunday. march 21.
and pay only two days rental.
since Base Camp will be closed
March 12 to 20.
Once a studt'nt has the
equipment from Base Camp. he
can gt't information on wht'J'e to
use it frrom SllI..("s LeisurE'
Explorati,')n St'rvice. also
located on the ground Door on
the wt'St side of the Rf'Crt'ation

~t~~W!lYec:n~ ~:::!~d:~S~b1!.'~~b~~e

$5

* PLAZA GRILL *
(THAI RESTAURANT)
Open Seven days a week I

Hours: MON·SAT 7am-9pm SUN 11 am·901T1

We serve

American, Thai & Chhlese Food
* Lunch
*Dinner
ALL YOU CAN IAT LUNCH MI""

* Breakfast

SUS wt... frwetoup

.............
WHIt..-..-

lunch Buffet Served
MON-SAT 11 :3Oam.2:00pm

Sweet & Sour Pork
602$. .lIlnois

Carbondal.

for

$2.50

549-25'.

Center. LES 'lffers info."mation
to studt'nts on almost t'verv
imaginablt' indoor and outdoo'r
recreation activitv.
John Lewis. a field ''''orker in
the Recreation Dt'partmt'nl.
said LES has files of information on evt'rything from
health clubs to statt' parks.
located statt'Wide. nationwide
and even worldwidf'.
Most people who use LES

want information on camping
and canoeing sites, Lewis said.
LES can also give information
about plays on campus. sports
clubs such as ft'ncing and
skydiving, intramural sports.
and many other actvities.

Interviews set
The ('areer Planning and
Placement Ct'ntt'T will host
interviews
for
Foley's
Dt.'partment Stores Thursday
and
Fridav
for
store
managemt'nt Positions.
Students planning to participate in the intervit'ws IT'ust
attt'nd
a
prt'r('cruitment
mt'eting at 7:30 p.m. \'tednesday in Lawson 231.
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Mail Art Show to feature the unique
By Cynthia Rector
Writer

S~aff

For the price of a stamp.
artists can see their works
displayed for a month and then
disposed of. A bit of nippancy
and a quest for fun are the
premise for the Mail Art Show.
according to its initiators Hallie
Levine and Kathy Miller, both
graduate
students
in
philosophy.
The concept of mail art stems
from an ar~ movement of the
SO's which emphaSIzed temporary objects made into art,
says Levine.
The first such show in Carbondale opens March 12 in the
F. Case Gallery of the Communications Bldg., and will give
anyone the chance to display
photography,
painting.
drawing, graphics. concrete

Cast members perform a scene (rom "'nil' lMO's Radio Hour,"

'1940's Radio Hour' set
to perform at Shryock
In the golden age of radio,
millions crowded around their
radios each week to catch the
entertainment of that era - live
radio shows featuTlng bigbands. singers and comics.
Broadway's
swinging
musical-comedv hit, "The
1940's Radio Hour," will recreate those magical moments
at 8. p.m. Tuesday. March 1 in
Shryock Auditorium.
"The )!40's R<ldio Hour" is
('omplete with a live big-band
and singers. comedy routines. a
narrated drama and classic
commercials. They aU come

~~e~~~~a:l~o:e J:~~n~!~
are watching a live br....adcast
"from the Algonquin Roo;;; of
the Hotel Astor. hi.,(h abov~ New
York City."

poetry, postcard art, etc. The the show around campus for thl'
list of possibilities is endless, past three weeks "full f?rce.'·
say Levine and Miller, who they say, but mostly focusmg on
encourage arti!lts and the visual departments. However.
general public alike to send they realize th~re ~re campus
"anything artistic."
artists who maJOr In computer
"Mail art can be anything science and botany and thp
ranging from a postcard to a show is for them too.
paintig with a stamp on it."
It's also for those wiIJinr,
Miller says. "You can even mail a~tists who live beyond Car·
us a pair of ~eans. if that's your b"ndale's bor"ers and can
trademark.' She qualifies the afford > f amps.
last suggestion, saying they
Both feel organizing such a
welcome someone's favorite show is, as Miller puts it. "3
piece of clothing only if it's a reallv chancey thing. You don',
cre.. tive expression. or altered know what your're gonna get"
in some artful wa~
So why are they taking tll{
Anythi ng of artistic ,art risk, asking people to send them
which
is
sent
through any kind of art and promising to
University mail and is ad- display W' Miller says "becausc
dressed to the Cinema and it's nice just to have a fun show
Photography Department in where a lot o( people can have
care of Levine and Miller will bt> their work up .. Levine defines
the
urge as "art for art's
put on display.
The two have been publicizing sake."

Be Ready For
Friends & Parent.
call

Heritage
Motel

Few of the stereotypes
associated with the time go
unparodied - Smatra, Vallee.
the golden-toned master of
t'eremonies and "daffy dames"
paradp before the "Station
WOY" microphones and bicker
amongst them,;elves backstage.
The show's script faithfully
captures the patriotism and
,entimentality of American life
juring World War II. It also
features '40s hallmarks like
eorny commercials about
PGPular and not-so-popular
products and the clever soundeffects that were used during
radio dramas.
Tickets for the show are
SII.50. $10, and $9. They are
available weekdays from 11:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Shryock
Auditorium Box-Office.

Recorder recital to be given
Marianne Richert, graduate
student in music performance_
will present a recital on
recorders at 8 p.m. Wednesday
in the Old Baptist Foundation
Chapel. Assisting Richert will
be Lawrence Dennis on harpsichord. John Hooker on cello.
and soprano Christine Goffinet.
The recital will illclude works
by Van Eyck, Fontana. J. S.
Bach. Linde and Telemann.
Richert studied recorder arid

historical double-reed intruments at the West German
Musikhoch&hule in Hamburg
and obtained her teaching
degree there in 1978. She
received her perrormance
diploma on the recorder in 1979
and appears on several
recordings of medieval and
renaissance music produced in
Hamburg.
The performance is free and
the public in invited to attend.
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By Phillip Fiorini
Wril4'r

starr

Last year. Tr>dd Rundgren
said that his m:JSic tells about
the things he thinks about. but
today music has become less
relevant. "My music mostly h::s
to do with struggling to br~ an
individual." A vear later. he is
doing just that:
With Rundgren's latest solo
release, . "The Ever Popular
Tortured Artist Effect." a
struggling frustrated artist is
again pllt on display. One that's
appealing, but in a slightly
inconsistent manner.
His "Tortured Artist" evokes
a persona that realizes what he
wants and where he wants to go,
with feelings. impressior~ and
suppressions - a persona that
is highly-refined musically.
The first cut on the album.
"Hideaway."
reveals
a
wayward Rundgren . 'standing
on the outside." where it's oh so
. cold.
Rundgren
sing>:
. 'everyone's looking for a
heaven on earth. a slice of life
where no one gets hurt."
Rundgren has always cared
about getting hurt and being
hurt, and has been conscious of
inflicting pain on someone else
as in his 1978 release, "Hermit
of Mink Hollow."
Then, Rundgren sang of

His sometimes sapp} sen
timent can be distracting at
times. but Rundgren has always
been content-oriented and
always createi a vlvirl ex·
pression throu",h his lyriCS
Soun-:l has alwavs been 1m
portant to him '
With his second home firml\!
fashioned in "l;"Jpia." Hunrl
dgren seemed to have fun
changing hats over the years Jr1
presenting himself as a he.. ·.y·
metal space rocker. as a Cl'SmlC
parodi st. and presE'!1 tl :. as a
finely-erafted pop artist
But when Rundgren's alone.
his music attracts seriousness.
Certainly after lislt'ninll
side one of "Tortured :tist.· a
definite Rundgren emerges.
with an easy side. But with side
two. a diff:cult. unexplainable
Rundgren arrives.
He opens the side with ar. upbeat "Tin Soldier." presenting a
frustrated Rundgren alter·
nating emotion:;. In it. he sings
"I just want some reaction. just
to get some satisfaction cause I love you."

,0

t\lbum Courtesy or
Plaza Records

failing friendships in "Can We
Still Be Friends." or remission
from love in "Hurting For
You." He sang of hurt feelings
and despair. Now. Rundgren
sings. sometimes preaches of
his concern for others as in
"Don't Hurt Yourself." He
sings "I wouJdn't want to make
yeu hur'! over my mistake."
On th~ first side of "Tortur!'d
Artist.. a highly·refined
Rundgren, of course alone. with
his choir-like background
vocals, seems to have matured
in his music through his music.

This is Rundgren at his best.
sotting a mood with his incessant percu;''llion and almO-"!

~r:~~~~it;'i~s ~:~!.osing

e~tablished a tone to "Tortured
Artist. .. hr digresses with
"Emperor on the Highway."
and "Bang the Drum All Day"

The latter is a humorr>us but
tr,t!:' escape of the pressures of
an elg!~t·hour w:>rk day by going
home pretending the drum is Ius
boss' head. But with "Em·
peror." who knows. Rundgren
seems 10 be doing a Gilbert and
Sullivan.
maybe
Dudley
Duright version of r.w Mc~
Call's "Convoy"
Finally, Rundgren is himself
again after a minor exit from
seriousness with "Drive" and
"Chant."
Here. his imprints of
mysticism and East~rn in·
f1uence are prevalent. quite
similar to his last solo effort.
"Healin~"
Rundgren
anesthetizes us as . 'Tortured
AI'tist" conclude;, with consislent. subtle percussions and
soothing vocals. Sounrls of
"Compassion" and his three
parts to the title cut "Healing"
are apparent
Rundgrr!n exits just as he
enterP.:!, perfectly atuned with
the steady curve that music. he
said. is heading. Rundgrer.·s
music t~y is relevant.

• OKA" NOMINATIONS!
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The COLI on•..
plsce your bets!

!~na~

:&7ING
"The Sting II" is a period
comedy set in 1940. and it's the
kind of movie Hoi.!ywood needs
to make more of. There's no

~~::i'keS;!i.ro~rt~r:;J:~ l~

parents to it without fear that
either Wi.n be off~·This is ~ ackie Gleason's latest
mo, ie. alld a whole generation
will finally gt>t to see that he can
do more thall chase Burt
Reynolds down the road.
Gleason co-stars with Mac
Davis. the good-old-boy country
singer turned actor. who shows
far more talent than anyone has
ever given him credit for.
GJ~ason is, once more. the
master of sophistication. the
man who can break up an
audience just by walking into a
room. He has the polished
elegance of Fred Astaire and
the comic timlDg of Groucho
Marx.
This movie really doesn't
have much to do with the
ori~inal Sting. and I'm glad. It's
refreshing to see a sequel that's
not just a bland copy of what
went on before. U(ln't exped the
other movie. and aon't ~ompare
them This ~vie stands alone.

~ZZ~

GMcwie

GRevlew
Davis ar':! Gleason are
backed up by a fine cast in-

cluding Karl Malden, Teri GaTT

(Dustin Hoffman's friend il'
Tootaie). and Oliver Reed.

Malden

assumes

the

un-

characteristic role of a loud.
obnoxious gangster, suc,".sfully dropping the calm.
..eiI-assured persona he's taken
so many times.
GaIT is literally the only
woman with more than the
status of an extra in the whole
movie, and she steals a couple
of scenes from Davis and holds
her own with Gleason. a tough
job for anyone.
Reed portrays a refined hood
trying to rub out Gleason.
Davis. and their fn",,,m;. He
contrasts
perfectly
with
Malden, never raising his voice
even when he's having someone
fitted for a pair of cement
overshoes.
If you get a chance. see this
movie. It's a lot of fun. Don't
expect a social meaning or deep
message. Of) expect to have a
good time.

FEMINIST VISIONS
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Spring brings kegger party complain ts
By John Schrag
Staff Writer

The robins are not back from
their winter nesting grounds
and the apple buds have not yet
blossomed. But there's an even
surer natural "ritual" that
signifies springtime is coming
to Carbondale - complaints are
being voiced about student
parties.
Loren Jung, 01317 W. Oak St.,
says that "e\'ery Sunday
morning, without (ail," he must
go through the "ritual" of
sweeping glass from his
driveway before he heads off to
church. The glass comes from
broken t~r bottles. The bottles
come trom student partygoers.
And JunF: says the partygoers
usually come from the house at
400 W. Oak St.
Jung addressed the Car~
hondale Liquor Conu-ol Commission Monday night abOut
.vhat he sees as a "disaster
waiting to happen."
He said he has patiently put
up with the loud music. broken
glass and illegal parking that
have become a standard part of
weekends in his neighborhood
But he sees an e·/en bigger
problem developing.
Based .1n his observations.
Jung said it seems ·'there art'
people who rent houses in
Carbondale not for the purpose
of living in them, but for hoiding
keggers."
Every weekend, Jung saId.
pickup trucks deliver several
kegs of beer to the house at 400

:"ee~~~Jn g~~bersatio~/ors!~~
although he has never been to

~~~rr~ti:;.~ ~~m:u~d~iSS~~~
charge to get into the house.
Jung said that when the police
broke up a recent Saturday
night party at the house "at
least 300 people" came out of
the doors and windows, "like
termites."
In addition to being annoyed
with the party-related hassles,
Jung said he is concerned that
some night a fire or other accident will occur inside one of
the student-packed buildings
and people will be trampled to
death.
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He was addressing his concern to the commission, he ~:::~
because he thought such
practices could be prohibited
because party hosts are
basically selling liquor without
a license.
Jung said there are other
parties in the neighborhood, but
their hosts have been more
cooperative and offered to
"tone things down" if requested
to do so.
Mayor Hans Fischer instructed the assistant city attorney to research the legality
of charging admissio!: to II
residence and then "giving
away" liquor without a license.
He noted the problem is not
limited to the house on Oak
Street and suggested that city
officials in Champaign ~ where
they have the same problem be contacted
He also said if the problenl
continues on Oak Street and
elspwhere, undercover poLce
officers can be sent to parties.
The two-story house at 400 W.
Oak st. is owned by Henry
Fisher and is divided into four
apartments. The residents sait!
they did know about the COJJlplaint ar.d were not awan' that
Jung would be addressing the
commission Monday night.
However. they did have plenty
to say when contacted Monday
ntght and fuesday mC'l"ning.
They readily admit tc having
parties ~ big parties - but said
they are being singled out by the
neighbors and police.
'There call be four other
parties on this street on the
same nigM !ouder than ours_
but the cops illways come
slC~ight
here.'- said Bob
Milkovich. one of the residents.
He said they have had three
big parties since last summer.
including one a couplEc of weeks
ago that "did get out of hand"
and two which were disbanded
by the police.
Milkovich, a sophomore in
OU;; iness , said that at the firs!
party.
which
.>ccurred
sometime around Lahor Vay,

he and his roommates were
harassed by the police. He said
he was threatened with spending a night in jail and fines of
"about $1,000." He said the
police also threatened to confiscate his roommate's stereo
and harassed some of the
guests.
He said that in the end he had
to pay a $10 fine for violating a
city noise ordinance. And now,
Milkovich said, the police seem
very friendly toward him.
John Kubinsky, who has lived
at the house for two vears, said
th£y also received -a littering
fine of about $50 after one of
their par~ies, and severa!
parking tickets for parking in
their yard.
Kubinsky, a senior in
univen Ity studies, said the
chargi that the house is used
only for weekend parties is
"ridiculous," as is th," idea that
they made money at lne parties.
"We each take about a $20

los;h:v~!IiJ:~~; ~~.d·oak

cz.0oodard

some property damage In·
curred after one of their parties
Milkovich said he wa~.
unaware that neighbors were
still upset, and thought relations
between his housemaies and the
police and neighbors were
improving.
Although he still maintainS
that their parties were no
billger or louder than others in
the neighborhood, he said the
hassles are no longer worth it
"I'm probably not going to
have th~ Io-kegg~· .. anymore."
he said. "It just didn't wo:-k out
in this neighborhood."
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St. are well aware that it is

illegal to sell beer Without a
liquor license. They get around
the law, they say, by selling the
opportunity to l:sten to music.
for $2 a person. "The beer."
they insist, "is free."
Milkovich said tllat in addition to the three big parties where they ordered about )0
kegs of beer for each event they have had sevt:ral smaller
parties which to his knowledge

604 Eastgate Drive
After Hours Emefl,cncy

P.O. 80x 3424
Carbontl."Ie. illinOIS 62901

16181 457-877b

Store to interview
The Career Planning and
Placement
Center
has
scheduled interviews with Pa 11
Harris clothing store (or
Thursday and F'riday.
Interviews, which will be held
on the third floor of the CoWing
of Woody Hall, are for
management positions.
The Paul Harris presentation,
which was scheduled for 6 p.m.
Wednesday in Lawson 231, h•.s
been cancelled.

$1.79Ilb_
1 Ground Chuck
$1.69Ilb.
. Blue Bell Bologna
160z.
, Orange Crlth and Barq's Root Beer
(Buy one at reI- price-let one free!)

Lettuce 494lhead

drew no complaints
He said that in each case.
including the big bashes. al! the
immediate neighbors were
informed
"We told -:!veryone that if they
had a complaint they should call
us before they call th~ ('ops, .. he
said.
Milkovich and Kubinsky said
many of the problems are
caused by guests who they don't
know. They said they have
encouraged the police to ticket
any illegally parked cars at
their parties and arrest anyone
who is breaking the law. ThE'Y
said that on one occasion they
apol~ized tt) a neighbor for

SuPer Salad

Fresh Crlspy-l81tuce c - . d wI1h
T-'D. 0nIan. OINM. Muohraomo.
It...... Ham. American 0 - . . and
Topfled with Jim', Own House
0...01,.. Served with

~~ltreod

Jim', """""'" CharbroiIS*",. Set

on _ _ Bun with l81tuce. SlIc.d

!'leld... c.... Slaw and Surrounded
by .." Order of S*", Frleo
(Tomato
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FINANCIAL AID AWARENESS WEEK
FEBRUARY 20-26
WITH THE INCREASING COST OF EDUCATION, IT IS NOW f~ORE
IMPORTANT THAN EVER TO BE AWARE OF THE ~INANCIAL AID
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE.

~- ........... "HAPPY

Contact Student Work and Financial Assistance fe. information about federai, stat.,
and inst't;,;iionally.funded financial aid programs.

HOUR
Moft... . .

Student Work and Financi!]1 Assistance
Woody Hall, B Wing, Tnird Floor
453-4334

2-Jpm

~

529-4130
611 S.lIIlno1,
I lied Fn:rn

c-.-

Paid for by the Office. of Student Work and Financial A$sistan::e
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--CampusBriefs--THE NAACP College Chapter will
hold a membenhlp drive from 9
a.m. tto 3 p.m. Wednesday in the
Student Center Solicitation Area.
THE AMERICAN Marketing
Association and Clothing and
Textiles Club will sponsor a meetill8
featuring speakers from Foley's

~:=;n:n st:~aki~30

p.m.

The SltJ-C Clinical Center's
Medical Psychology Program il
accepting applicants to re!learch
treatment programs for various

r:~~~y=~a~a:~~eo::

Shoemaker at 453-2361 for more
informatiOll.
DAN ANDERSON. associate
professor 01 art at SIU-E. will snow
slides of ";S work at 3 p.lh. Wednesday in Faner Hall.

7p.m.

In

THE S1\JDEN'r Senate wiD meet
at
Wedneaday
Student
Center Ballroom D. Senaton may

Break. The Chicago trip wHl cost $72
and will he from March 12 to 15. The
Springfield. Illinois, trip will coat $68
and will be from Mardi 17 to 19.
include transportation, hotel
ac:comodatiollll and l«IIe entl'llDCe
fees. Deadline for both is Friday.

e.,

THE SOCIETY for tl!~ A~
vancement of Management .iII
meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday in
Student Center Activity Rooms A
and B. A Mercantile Bank
~tatlve from New York Life
wiD he the guest speaker.
WHEELCHAIR
Racquetball
Wor~ apoDIIOI'ed by Recreatioo
for Special PopulatiCllla will he from

!:~ti-:-:-tbe~sO~~latai ~:'J:;. :0:::'2, ~1UId~e:

BLOCK AND Bridle will meet at
7:30. p.m. WednHd~y in the AI

==!fll~ ~ and the
TWO SEPtUlATE iDteftllltural

trips will be spoalOred by Internalionl'l Serviees over Spring

GRIEF GROUP

2079.

THE sm Marine Mammal Society
will pre!lf"'1 ' , Law of the Sea" by
Hor~:;., JaCOl.o;I1o from the Depart·
mf'ot of Politinl Science al 7: 30
p.I!'L Wed,nesday in Life Science II.

Roobl • ...,.

THE
SOUTHERN
lIliaois
Roadrunners Club will hold an
organizational meetin!l al ~ j;.~.
Walnesday in the Ilfocreation Center
Conference Room. 1~ dub is open
to thole intensted in rooming for fun
or competitiIJII. Interesled pel'lOllS
may call 529-1822 for m,,~e in·
formation.

Jle Rec:reatioa Centc courts. Inpersons may call Rick
Green at 538-5531 for more infcnDlitlon.

terest~

THE !!IV TnveJ..Study Protram in
MeJtic:o, (June 21 - August 15). will
be disc:wsed at 4 p.m. Wed1ada1
and at 4 p.m. '111unday in FaDer

Economy may be on the rise,
but student jobs still scarce

(;AREER COUNSELING will
provide a workshop Oll . . Test
Anxiety" from 3 to " p.m. Wed·
nesday in Woody Hall 8142.
RUETHER

For memben of the University Community who

have experienced the death of a penon dose to
them, r~cently. or in the more dutant put.
Memberships limited.
For more info. call 453.53 71

CAREER
~'LANNING
and
plar'!!!l~! Center will offer a
Resume Wril ing Workshop frum 2 to
3 p.m. Wednesday in Quigley 202.
Persons interesled may sign up in
Woody Hall 8204.

ROSEMARY

The CoullKling Center, Woody Hall
offen a

Pitcher Day
Wednesday

of

~:.!;~::;~v!?I,e~~~k~~o~O~i.~1

from open- ti1-clo~

Wednesday in Davis Auditorium.
The topic will be ' , Feminist
VIsioIlll of Social Chall8e: Wberal,
Social ist, and Counter-Cultural
VIews."

99C Pitchers
with purci)ase of any
medium or large sl7~
Pizza-no Jimjt on pitchers
of any draft beer or

THE SIU Skydivill8 Club will meet
from 8 to 9 p.m. Wednesday in the
Student Cellter Mackinaw Room.
RECREATION for
Special
Populations will 5pOIJSU' all evening
at t~·s Dance Bam f.... all sru-c
st .. dent. Activities will be from 7.
p.m. to midnight Saturday. Interested penDna should rl!(lilter by
Friday at tbe Rec:reatiOil Center
Infonnatioo desk and may call S3fr
5531 f« more information.

soft drink

staying in CarboRdale this
and keeping their

~ummer

jotls."

Even if it's true that America
has turned the economic corner
and is OIl the reboond, says
Graham Morgan at the Illinois
Job Service. it doesn't mean
more jobs in t trbondaJe for
SIU..c students this summer .
•'Locally , the job situation has
been tight for some time,"
Morgan said. "Jobs aren't
available because the jobs are
eltminated, or the ~ are
hanging 011 to their jobs."
Morgan said even thouah
enrollment declines in the
summer. there probably wOII't
be a great upswing in jobs.
"It's really hard to say bow
many students hold jobs in town
- we don't keep track - but the
summC''' and Cbrisbnas break
tumovei rates have dropped
considerably." Morgan. said.
"Students are anticipating

Students compete for

the

same jobs that high !iChooi

students and other workers
want, Morgan pointed out.
"The town is basically a 9-10-5
commercial and service center
and unemployment is lower
here than in the surrounding
;;re&S," he said.
Morgan said this attracts
workers who have been laid off
and who eome to Carbondale to
look for any job that wiD keep
their families afloat.
However, Morgan added.
college students also need these
jobs because fewer grants and
loans are available and many
students' parents are also raced
with layoffs.
"Any students interested in
getbt::! a jJb this summer
should l>!art looking hefore
spring break." Morgan said.

If YOU
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Workshop set to help students
deal with sexual relationships
center.
The workshop is scheduled for

By Michele Inman
Starr Writer

5:30 to 10:30 p.m. Friday and 9

Whil~ many students may
spend the weekend enjoying the
weather, about 24 students will
spend th€ weekend explorii1g
their own s..~xuality in the
context of relationships with
others.
An
intensive
two-day
workshop is planned to give
people a better understanding
communication
in
of
relationships, of the process of
beginning
and
ending
relationships and of the myths
Staff Pboto by Cheryl Ungar and fallacie:; of current sex
education, !'aid Elwyn ZimDan Volin (Jeft). presidellt 01 the Saluki Flying Club, ltuds ned to merman,
counseling
a Cess. . muaed by 8m Caley, public: relatloal offIc:er.
psychologist in the counseling

CluJJ is quickest remedy for gravity
By Kathy KamieDski
S~ff

Writer

Alan Woolf uses Saluki Flying
Club aircraft to chase birds. But
that can be eXl'lained.
He's a zoology professor and
faculty adviser to the club. The
bird tracking is a scientific
mission.
Most of the club's other 28
members, though, 1.!Se th,! four
club planes for less-t!xotic
pursuits suct! :ll' making crosscountry trips and improving
piloting techniques.
There are a few members
who don't even have pilot
licenses. and more are
welcome, said Dan Volin, club
president. Non-pilots are
usually able to ride along with
pilot members and participate
in the club's twice-monthly
meetings.
Volin, 21. is one of a few flight

instructors among the mem- are also used for advanced pilot
bers. He got his instruetor's training ami instrument night
ticket at the Air Institute about training.
a year ago.
Club members pay a rate
There has b<~n a f1yin.~ club lower than normal area dealer
at SJl.J (' "inee the 19505, Volin prices for using the aircraft.
s:ud. But during the past year, The hourly aircraft prices
he said, "We've sort of been range from $Z7.50 for the trainer
restarting the whole club."
to $46 for the high-performance
The club was down to one craft.
airplane. a four-seat Cessna 172.
in !all 1981. It had been flipped
Membership is open to
over by a wind storm. Major students. faculty and staff, said
surger~r including a new Bill Casey, 23, another club
wing, tail-section, paint job and member. The members include
engine - revived the craft.
aviation
technolgoy
and
Through the Air Institute, the aviation management majors,
club also uses a two-seat Ces~r.a as well as husiness, computer
152, a basic trainer. and : wo science and otters, Casey said.
Cessna 172 RG Cutlasses, high
performance, four-place airClub member> use a mix of
craft that travel about 160 mph meetings for educational and
and are used mostly for trips to entertainme:1t purposes. Some
Chica;o.
topics discussed have been
With a retractable gear and safety, weather ,md changes in
high speed. the two Cutlasses flight regulations.

a.m. to 11 p.r:J .. Saturday, in the
group room of the Counseling
Center, Woody Hall. Wing A,
third
floor.
Registra tion
deadline is Wednesday. To
register, a $15 fee must be
submitted with an application to
the Division of Continuing
Education, Washington Square
C, or call Joe Lynch, Division of
Continuing Education. at 5367751.

The program. which is
sponsored by the Counseling
Center and the Wellness Center
with the Division of Continuing
Education, will be the first time
a sexual awareness workshop is
done in the context of
relationships, Chris Berkowitz,
registered nurse at the Student
Health Assessmen' Center,
said. The :kJay workshops in
the past focused "more inwardly on people feeling
comfortable with their own
sexuality." But, because
students in these worksho~
expressed more interest JO
problems
dealing
with
relationships rather than sexual
~~~J~S' the format was
"We still want them to be
comfortable with their own
sexuality, but we also want
them to feel comfortable with
others in a rela tionship,"
Berkowitz said.
The condensed w('('kshop will deal with
some qUt'stions raised in
previous .....,'rkshops. such as,
"If you hav.:: S'!':t with a friend,
can you still retain the friendship?" and "How can I express
myself appropriately in a
elation: hip?"
Anoll er focus of the workshop

will be how to end a relation·
ship.
"People feel uncomfortable if
they're not in a relationship··
Berkowitz said. Many time~
people are reluctant to break up
relationships, even if they are
unhappy in the relationship
because thev are unsure of
themselvf"s. "People should feel good
about themselves whether
they're in a relationship or not
and they shouldn't fel'l
pressured into a relationship.··
shE' said.
The workshop will help teach
people to get away from, "'he
neurotic feeling of 'I have
nothing, ' when they end a
relationship," Berkowitz said
She said the best thing to dt) is to
get involved in other l!Civities
And in telling a par~er that the
relationship shou:d be ended.
"be very tactfu: and forward
but not attacking," she said
The workshop will be centered around large and small
group discussions, role playing
and sexually explicit films.
Zimmerman said.
Role-playin~:
during th!'
workshop ma) deal with role
expectations, Berkowitz said
Questions that will be dealt with
may include "When a woman
asks a man out, who will pav?··
and "How do you (~I if your
mate has a more prestigious
job? Does the male feel
threatened?"
Participants must attend both
workshop days and they are
encouraged to be on time. or "it
may
break
up
group
cohesiveness," BerkOWitz said
Because of the persor.a l nature
of the program, the issue of
confidentiality will be discl'ssed
at the beginning of the session.

INTRODUCING

"AFrER 8'5 GREAT!"

The Filbng Stations I..ale Evenong SpeCIal

8pm to close, 7 days a week

PIlZA
'N PITCHER
tutt. c.....
(Our

PIzza pi.... Pitcher

of your F.-tte Bewrage - beer 01' 110ft drldd)

ONLY $4.99

(extra pizza ingredients available)

Bring Your Friends!
1700W. Main
Carbondale, III.
549·7323

~1Iuz~~t4titM.

_ _ _ ALlYOtTCAN EAT

LEWIS PARK smDY BREAK!
Lewis ParR Apartments will be acceptin~ applications for the
school year February 24· March 14.
• Fully carpeted

• Convenient location
• Swimmin~ pool and 2 tennis courts

One bedroom .......... .
1\ro bedroom (4 person) .. .
four bedroom.

800 East
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Grand • 457-Q446

'830.84

• Drapes

• Appliances
FURNISHED UNFURNISHED

s::
514

~
424

THI PARAGON .IOU'

lei

price. good thru Feb, 27, 1983-we re.erve the right to limit-none sold to dealers

13

I
USDA Choice

center cut
round steak
granulated

CandH
sugar
5~
USDA inspected, ($ade A,
4-61b, avg., farm fresh, whole

stewing
hickens
lb.

~rine

nationcirs

Campbell's chicken
noodle soup

311.

10802.34
can

DOle

bananas

~/1.
triple the
difference

IoN price guarantee

If you find lower prices overa" (excludIng spectals) at any other supermarket whteh fills an your
needs,lreshmeat. produce, datry. grocery, etc·Nattonalwlll pay you tnple the difference, in cash'
First shop Nattonal, buy 1 each of at least 25 differen1 items, totaling $2000 Of more Then
compare prices on the same items at any other supermarket. If their tolal is lower, bnng yOU'
itemized National receipl and lhe other market's prtees to NallOOaI'S stOle manager and we'. pay yOU
triple the difference, in cash'
NatiOnal, low prices you can believe Ifl

Daily Egyptian. FebnIary 23, 1983. Page 11

Nuke freeze rally sells student SCIENCE FICTION SALE
11% .FF
on DloveDlent's global rationale
OUR ENTIRE LINE Of SCI-fi IN STOCK
."'S5.00 . . . . . . . . . . . .

By Mary Pries
Staff Wri&er

Becoming involved with the
nuclear freeze issue totally
changed an SJU-C student's
outlook and plans for life.
"I used to be against getting
involved with political issues,
but now I am majoring in
organizing and educating the
public on political issues, which
is a special major throuah
t 'niversity Studies." said Keels
Williams. a junior.
The Nuclear Rany in New
York City last summer was an
event that had a strong impression on Williams.
"It was awesome to see all of
those people supporting the
Creeze." said Williams, ,,' saw
little kids. beatnicks. and well,
just every type of person
working together 10 gE't support
for the freeze, ThaI was when I
realized the relevance of the
freeze" she said,
Williams believes the nuclear
freeze is one of the most important issues confronting
government because "we aren't
going to have anything if the
bomb drops. so we have to do
something to try to prevenl
that," she said.
'n November, Williams joined
the Mid-American Peace
Project and since then has been
working to get other people to
support the freeze.
The nuclear freeze movement
isn't necessarily a move Cor
disarmament. WilIhms said, In
short, it calls for the United
States and the Soviel Union to
stop appropriating money to
build up arms. Williams added.
however, that iC the freeze were
approved bilaterally.
"a
disannament would be great I ..
1983 is an Important year for
the, issue because Congress is
on the freeze in March,
Williams said
votm~

In March, The New York
T,mes reported that the Reagan
admInistration is aware of the
"growin~ national interest" in
limiting
nuclear
arms.
However. Reagan said the
Soviet UniM is ahead of thE'

technology, ..
Williams said she expects to
be working with the nuclear
freeze issue for a long time
"It is tedious and limeconsuming work, but it is worth
it." she said, '" have realized
thaI if eVE'rvone feels like' used
to about pOlitical involvement.
then it's no wondE'f the countrv
is in the shap<' it is,"
-

. . .1111

ALL YOU CAIiIAT IIITI
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT THE
Oasis Dining Room
This Wednesday, February 23rd

People nt'ed someone to help
them organize and make plans
for action on political issues.
Williams
said.
Without
organization, "a pt'rson feels
that he is only one in a million
people and that he can't get
anything done."

United States in several
categi)ries of startegic arms.
and unless the United States
buildup continues. the Russians
would not have any reason to
negotiate a balance of reductions,

"I don't think my friends feel
that I am a radical or
anything:' she said, '" know
that they have become ClOrE'
aware of the Creeze and so has
my family. Of course. my
family is another story." said
Williams, "They are not so sure
about my political views, but
they are proud of me for making
my own decision on the issue
and doing what I am doing."

Marketing series continues;
this week's speakers slated
The AMA will present its fifth
speaker in Batz-H~son and
Neuwoebner Inc .• Advertising
and
Marketing Services,
Donald A. Boettcher, director of
marketing for the corporation,
will speak on adverti~ing.
public relations, marketing
research and direct marketing
at 7 p,m, Thursday, The
presentation will be given
during an AMA meeting in
Morris Auditorium in the
basement of Morris Library,

Fish

,4.98

After .. pm

Dinner includ.. : A
serving of .Iaw, Hush.
puppies and Toter Tots

~~fIr:!s;n:aidjosbhe a:lsotir;;::s
involvement with the political
system to be exciting al times,

Williams disagress "II is not
so much that people are againsl
the freeze. but most people are
just afraid that the Russians are
going to get us," she said, '"
don't think WE' have to worry
about that because WE' may not
be ahead of the Russjans in
numbers of bombs, but we are
five years ahead 01 them in

The American Marketing
Association will continue with
its "Spectacular Semester
Speaker Series" through
February with its fourth and
fifth speakers,
The AMA and the Clothing
and Textiles Club will c0sponsor a presentation by
Foley's Department Stores at
7:30 p,m Wednesday in Lawson
231. Ron Thomas. a Foley
employee, will speak on the
firm's markE'ting strategies and
the retail industry, The firm is
bas~•..,tn"

FISH

Fish

Consumer organizations do
the type of political informrng
work that interests ~Iiliams,
Although always dealing with
serious issues could be a

Keela Williams

ALLINSTOCK
SIU ITEMS

ASSOCIATED BATfERY SUPPLY
Itoeb the mOlt complete line of batteries
and accellOries in Southern lliinoia!
•r-~-----.------~
COUPON SP£CIAL
•

:

i

:

DELCO

FIIEEDGM]I
IAnERY

:
!

MOTORCYCLE
MOr,oRCYCLE
BAtTERIES

:

CONmIUCT1ClIo

•

•

IIIUAIIU ~

• •

•

•.53 00 ~ • '~~UFI!AND
: SERIES 60
__1: 4V=,.
-.2AIIID.1IIOt.T

'--.

~

~

....., ....

~~

~TED
~

1ft Afurpllyaboro. taJte JZ7 North
flO lndwtrlal Pari! Rd. toe .......

/rom 1Ien-ld'.), TIIm '-jt at

~S1JPPl.Y~
~~u.;;.!;",~btfQ
Can 687 ..3344 or 800..642--3451

The presentations are free,

SPOnSors

16" SOfT8AU. TOURNAMENTS

fA-B It C OlvtstonsJ
~AU SlUe STUOfNTS

This is
no cheap
pizza !

rexclPt Intercolleflatc ....... or 501tNII
1ICutrsJ. STUDENT SPOUSU. fACULTY'
STAfF .. SPOUSfS wfIo /live PIMI tile SHe
Usc fee or bIve nid SIO.OO HI' fOUr·

nament we *1*. rFonner

IntcrcoIlalafe,..... Ire dd»Ie
for A DMIioa,..,,1Od Inllrnhn
10 2
PIutU If ODe 1IIDLJ

HI""""

RostCIIS PUC; Tam ........ IVIIIIIk If 1fIe SIC IlIfo.
DaIlIOd ..... .., ........ 2I2I. II PM.
CM'I"""S MUTING: 4:OOM 1IIIoDdD. f •• 21. ID s IS. S~ RIC ceaw.
U . _ ......

~_5:00...T_JlI ....

u..._ . .

1UIOII1CIIIDUIa .............. _ _ _ c.-.T_ IlL
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NY ICGINS; tIcIIIdIIr. IIIWcb 21. till

6105. ~ (Nat to GoIIby's)
Hours Mon-Sat

1Oam-5pm
Sf9.«J31
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INTRAMURAL SPOItTS

BaSty'.
Publkity Donot.d by Old Style

I

)

Factory Seconds and Used Batteriesfrom $17.50 (with trade-in).

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

20% OFF

,

..---------------.. $8. 9t..~/

Men's. Women's. CoRee

EVERY WEDNESDAY

Men·s & Women·s SIJ
JadceIs. J8'sM.
T·Shi1s. Ha1s.••

W

II.

on. sur-. _

could CUI

doown on the size. use
artifICial CMesa, skimp
on the items and then left
it two 101 one. But_
just don't bebeYe in doing
businea tllat way.
For over 20 years, 'NfIva
been malung the best
pizza knOw /low, and
_'ve been delivering it
tree. on 30 mmutes 0I1esa
Call us. IonIQhl

r---------------------·~

:«
unter

Pr.....mmlllJ

Council

TOPIC: fllln. ,our Income talC
SPEAKER: JAMES SOUTH~UORTH OF
H& RBLOCK

Tbunday, Feb. 24
6p.9p

11am
InternaflonalLounse

Toda~

Free!

MAKE-OVER FAIR

Friday Feb. 25

BaiIroomA

12p-6p

HaIr Lab "",","""Ia_ and Fashion Des~
EllzatJ.th Ardon Urw presented by Mel.
Est. Laude- Lr", presented by H«hu

MAKE-OVERS
Kaskaskia Room

Imake own, talks. domcnstrallon•. dIscu!.Ion.)

by Charles of the RItz from New Yen City
IIn!e sampIozs and In!e make 0Ye!'1 no

Friday, Feb. 25

appor.!mI!nt neceoaryl

12p.6p

~[..()VERS

MAKE-OVERS

SPC Expressive Arts

Misslsq,pl Room

Sangamcn Room

by HaIr Lab
(ccmpIotv hatr .•1cJn an.1BshIon 8. makQ up malw ouon):

Fashion Fair LIne presented by M 'to
(Irft make OWl'! no appor.!mI!nl necessmy)

----------------------------------,~-.--,--.--.--------------------------------4

Call the GRAPEVINE 536-5556

*

~---.-------------------------------------------,--.-~.--.--,----,--.--.~

:«Vide

Spotlight Series:

free
admission

guitar,
songs,
and
smiles

&

free
International
Coffee

Tonight thru Friday

7& 9

$1

4th floor Video lounge

Ride the Escalator
to Gn Altemative
viewing Experience.

FRIDAY &.

SATURDAY~======================~==================~

~red

with WlDB

7 & 9-..3Opm

......

SUO

SUNDAY

M*A*S*H
B*A*S*H

Admission $1
.50 if in MASH attire

PRIZES
COSTUME CONTEST
TRIVIA
Feb. 28

"

Watch the final MASH episode on a
big screen TV, in the 4th floor Video
LouDge
There will be a meeting
for everyone who is going to

DAYTONA
Tues., March 1

8:30 Ballroom B

7pm

march 5, 8pm shr'y"(Xk
tickets available at student
center box office
FEAIlffiJNG

co- HOSl C01fEDIA:--J "KAZ ~

SF()~SORE:J

BY :GC&8Rj

Van Rides
are avallabl. to
Brackenridge, CO
call 536-3393

ALL THAor G....rr1Er~.S
Dally Egyptian, February 23, 1983, Pale 13

Pari's & Services

'Daily'EgYRl1lW

350 CHEVY ENGINE $100. turbo
3SO trans $75. 4 ~ed Chevy trans.
'100, Call 5:5-581 leave =~!Os

CIa ..1fted Iaformatlaa Rates

15 Word Mlnlmalll

l10

m~~u~••
cent. per wora
daTwo D8y&-9 centB per w ....... per

NEED TO SELL. Complete 2001,6

a"~;I~I~: ~~~~l~iator :S~"b;r4

!three or Four DBy~ c:entB per

w~e~~rieDB~7 centaper Motorcycles
w~ ~ 'It?neteen Da~ eeDts '""'imSUzLtxI DR 310. street. trail.
per word. per: day.
pe~~:a. ~
Da~ ce,ltB

mint condition. Must sell, best
alter. ~. keep tryi~CI05

be~~~!Taif~~ p~~:~~'\e'foU:!
12:00 noon to appear in next day's
publication. Anything ~d
after 12: 00 noon will go in followlDg
day's publication.

~~i~e m~~~t'o~a~Tn~b1:Mkb:fd

M:;

'76 SUZUKI GT380. Mint condition.

helmet. S8OO. 4$3-4225.

LIVE EASILY NEXT door to
campus. Efficienci'l!!l for rent. Call
B8598BaIl9

, Electronics

8623Acl07

KAWASAKI. CARBONDALE 1975
Good condition,. low

~ Tri~e.

miles. $.250. 549-7010, k~1:~r09

YAMAHA 1978. 650 Sr,ecial.
$1000.00. Evenings. 451-2427.
.trrrtAcl09

457-5631.

·eo.nmodore ·"",,1.

GARDEN PARK ACRES &07 E.
Park Ave 9 or 12 month leases. 2
bedroom furnished, SIU accepted
living center Phone54~88110

'IIIM ·lIoy"..., portable
·Zenlth ZT-l T..... lnal and Modem
C""""'ten-Softwo..... A o _...

[!]r:1PUTI:A SPtTUiUSTIi

MAKE US AN offer we can't

126 ~:. IIIlnol,

529-4800

refuse. Rent mcentive!! on clean

~~~~r~m ~~~~e~~ll :S~~l:w~

CASH

01'

5 ROOM BASEMENT apartment 2

m;les nortt of Ramada Inn. 457·
867IBaI06

......tt""'or ...... ~•.

8242.

AUO:
Wo. ~. full .... of MARANTZ
IS1IIIIO -.4 _ .... ' -

~omT~talsTHf~~d a~olr

~ ........I . . . . . JVC.~. ALlK, AKAI.
lKMNlCI .........

1." In. A............

;;:I=":::r~.:.· inCOOU~~d~f8
5 ROOM HOUSE for sale Car-

~~~~e!l~~2~dcI~~1

LARGE 2 BEDROOM witb
seperate apartmenk dose t ...

=~!pO~:g.will lDan~~~
ON LAKE CHAUTAUQUA. 3
bedroom. 2 baths. family room,

~~~~'J~~. fiSbir&t~:-~~i

FOR SALE

Automobiles
1976 VW RABBIT. 4

door.

4 speed.

beautiful body. economical, b:f.

ge~f06m~~~y 85m~re

.

1973 MERCURY COMET. $850.
1J74 Hornet. $900. AAA Ailio Sales.
614 E. Main. phone 54H33~I06
72 OLDS 88. I'IEEDS work but rtmlI

~looB~~.:d Interi~~~06
78 FORD FIESTA Sport

. 4·

~~~7Ort~· ~~rln~t

8664Aa1l6

613S.

'70 GTO 3 speed. hurst. 3SO V-8.
"~!~~ or bes~~~

I:S!p

OTATION 1980 REDwith4Speed,

am-fm radio. new tires· Excellent

shape. 549-5257

8636Aal06

Mobile Hom••
~~r~i~~~~ cg,W'b-r;n°:ts

Maze at 453-2448 days or 1J93-4497
evenings.
8613Ael09

IN

BEST VALUES
Southern
nIinois. 10xS0 $3000. IOxSO with c-a
12x60 witb (-a $6000. All
three are in near perfect condition,
with new carpet througbout.
Prices include free move),fblock
53500.

~~~~~~ o~~~~ aft~l;
B8609Ael09

pm.

1963 LIBERTY MOBILE home.
Good condition; many features

~~U~«;'r\:5~. ~~e:nlocatiOIl
__

8629Ael20

Miscellaneou.

.. SPIDER WEB". BUY and sell

:egl~~i~~antiq~~~o

~~r~ ~~~~'!:Finr~

SHAKLEE PRODUCTS: ALL in
harmony with nature. Household

1S:4r!~I~oRF~~fut~ st~~:
~xcellent con~tion. '1000 or beSt

~~;~. ~~ butch:Cn~3

wear Call 549-4380 aftl!!' ~~'to

offer.

~9215.

8620Aal05

::00
~~fes ~~a.:g:fu:'
truck. Also 1978 FOl'd LTDII, air.
cruise. and AM-FM. S2550.00. 426J616
86IlOAal07

~pe~bi~T !X~!?I;;:1la~~

cocdiUOll. Excellent m.p.g .• S42b or

best offer, 5:5-5790.

8720Aa107

1975 MERCURY MONARCH 6
cylinder, stick shilt,/ood ~'f..g.

~~!I&~~~.n~~~l

FOR SALE: SMITH Corona 2SOO

~~f:~~~:.r·W~I~~Oso.p:~~ t~~a~:

racket.

Wilson

Wds,

......

ONE DAY ONLY. pair Klipscb
LaScallas; Crown Power amp; 2
stereo mixers. B<r..ak 8. Numark;
microphonl!!!; accessories; many
other components too numerous to
mention; ev~~ ~Ced to sell

~:.:~~W~J:' se\1po&nfan~?

8728Aal06

1971 FORD TORI:-;O, good nmning
conditim. $450.00 985-2851. After
5:00 p.m.
8129Aal07
1957
STUDEBAKER
31,000
orillinal miles. 2 owner car.
overdrive. engine nms like new.

COMPLETE BEA TLES ALBUM
collection of tbe 14-original
releases. All pressings are

~~l:: ~~i!r'~~t~

5. 684-5095. 8619Af101

-----D

Mb~b8J:JJ. :78 r:m ~~

~I~~~~ate. ~nlCnt;r!l
$2400 wi! negotiate. ~~1.

Vlctrola. keywind clOck, ancbor.
rad~oastal. kerosene lamps;
~~e puppil!!!, ba~I.t.~

~~t!ma~: 4O.~~~IC:ilea, If~~'

HP41-C CALCULATOR.

8723Aa107

~w cOllditim. $1500. 549-=~m

ECONOMICAL
TRANSPORTATION! 1976 Chevett~ 2-G-.
61 000 miles. 1976 Maverick 6cylinder 3-spd and 1!8l Chevette 4-

~·i1tciit~:e\.I~~~n~~§.i

reader. recharger and batteries

4I mem0200 math J':c, and al\
~~.
.00 ea aftWil'::a
ELEGANT. FORMAL DINING
set. Thomasville. must sell. $1250.
549-4846.
8712Ah01
CALVIN KLEIN JEANS - '22 a

~~~~~'ft:5e;.r:n~~~
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CARD

1_

We're Havlnl

a Facelift!
Country Part MaAOt. now
","ling Ellociency and 1
bedroom ' - ' " no:nooY..I-

::.:r!ll~~S4;~ ~~~el~'

eel lcarpet. P8'"1. flC)
_rtments FurnIShed .,..
unfumtShed
Noce.

Sporting Good.

IICOnornteal &.IIo~
No oeoosrt willi _
.. .....:I
Cl8dn. ~ ralflS in C;u-

CHICAGO SPORTS FAN? Subscribe to Bill Gleason's' • Chicago
Sports" ma/azine. Special
tr~eaf~e.;-:b:ll issues for ~01

a'Ii

SOUNDCORE· MICROpHONES.
stands.
P. A.
MONITORS,
columns. EQ's for sale. or rent,
complete lIOundoutfit. 687~I:!

453-357'2 aftl!!' 5.

Idrm_

S22S a
8536AgI07

CARLA'S
CLOSET
CONSIGNMENT Shoppe. Nc:w and
preowned clothiog plUS custom
ceramics. candles. and much
mora 5:5-1123.
8889AfIll

1973 V W. BUG. Excellent co
dition. '1.550 firm. 684-2616 or ffIrl4082.
8704Aal08

'185

S300

:irw:i:~~~1fre;'401

after 6 pm.

8709AaI08

$1~

All locotlonl Fum.. a/c.
cleon. No Pets.
Royal Rental.

s~akers

36 incb cu:t
start. aDd
lights. Any fen426-3616S6IIlAh01

p.• m

Fall

S95 - $130 Mo. Summer
$110 - $155 Mo. Foil

T. V. RepaIr Free ..tlmote
A·l T.V.
457.,,"

:~MEr!~SJ::' ~.I !aff~~

banda""

51J-U41
I

Mon·Fn 9-5.'. M.

B86lMAklOli

Mus'ca.

FOR REN'!

•

Apartment.
NICE FURNISHED TWO bedroom

~~~to ea=\\~~
FALL, SUMMER RENTALS.
Georgetown Apartments now

~~:~5\,3diur.o~21~l~"laY
B8363BaI09

609

N

~~~O~rn~J':J:PI!·a~~~.

3 BEDROOM HOUSE,

311 S.

Birere n!::Jrin::~~;r~ldfr~t ~
3 ne\', people. $118month. 457-4334.
B8548B nll 6

t:::i1y or

.

RENT IMMEDIATELY 4 bedroom

=~~!n~=
::>rlagf:.se
~
1539.
B8574Bb1l8

'}o3 BEDROOM houses for rent.
Must rent for summer to obtain for
fall. 529-1436.
8613Bbl06

BOTH

COMPLETELY

FUR·

NISHED. 8 room house 00 W
Cherry for 5 ....omen. $tl6O. 6 room
house on W. College for 4 women,
~~~. pets. Lease begir::~bif2

$1.c5

12x6O.

Cs
~N~=·;on~t~.~
best offer. 529-3648. Call after 10

Ir

B8546Bb116

BEDROOM.

RENTING NOW FOR summer and
fall. 15 nice houses throughout
Carbondale. They're not' . beaters

~~:oo:.~~rr~oo~al~7-Ji.:ween

Mobile Hometi. 10 x 50 to

~~ ~f~kt~ ~~a:~J;'

:Teemc

$110

2ldrm.
$200
Alia available 2

Color $10.00 weekly
Strictly rent new color
'LV_'s $6.00 weekly
SALE N_19" ZenIth
Color . . . . .
23" color remote

1973 COACHMAN TRAVEL
trailer. 19 foot. self contained. twin

~;e~~ce~a%~ ~~~-

Summer

EffIcIency
1 Belrm.

WITH OPTIOI'II TO OWN
alack & White $4.00 weekly

COMPLETE SYSTEM.
RECEIVER.
cassette deck.

motorcycle. 1974, dirt. Needs little
repair. 457-4989.
8646Af101

Apartments

I:e~r!~n::~e; i~~l;!d.~~7~th

SUMMER. BEAUTIFUL BRICK
house near l!amJ,us. Rent
~otiable. 3aI W.
0II~B~7m

U7-~1

SUMMER & FALL/SPRING
CONlltACTS AT
REDUCED RAYES

RENT NEW ZENITH T. V. 'S

8593Afl07

~::m~c:;e{varda~~ Ie~~~~ r~

PYRAMID.
1111«k1"""'~SI'I"""'"

14.. 2454

921 E. Main

~.a~~~ i'nl~e.4) ~~~l::

COMPLETE.
mattress liner

~

' ..... _ I f f I c I _ 1170.00

... ,......tereo

AL TEC-LANSING 1010

has wood burning stove and gas
furnace $98-mo. eaen. 457-4334.
B8547Bb116

......, . . .lorI<.... __

u.ed stereo equipment

451-0315

F1JRNISlIED STUDIO APARTMENT. Ncrthwest Clirboodale.

"'-1......,..,1oc11lNt.~~
1 e.droomfoll ~ DDO-I22! PM'~""

We buy, ..II ane! trade

Hou..s
SUMMER. FALL. EXTRA nice.
close to caml?us. I through 5
=:ooms. furnished. n~7!!gg;'~

THREE

u...r~~t

If

, ... ~".~

NICEL Y
FURNISHED
I
BEDROOM alkartment, available
~']~atelY. ent is n~:~I~

8683Ba1l2

CASH

AI1 opo~t'"""""

'US.OO - '170.00 ..........
1 " * - 1197.00-'206.00
'JBHx", ' ..0 ..... (0 .."'0-"
457-7"1
14•. ~.14

610 SYCAMORE 4 bedroom. 3

8677Ba121

FURNISHED.
HEAT. watl!!'. trash, available 310. 3-mill!!! east of Carbondale.
SeCJrity deposit. Coll~srB!~~'

n ............ty

Glenn WIlliam••entals

NICE ONE BEDROOM near
hospital, rent negotiable.~~~

I-BE~ROOM

RIPAIR
ttl.......

between 4 8. 6 p.m. only. 871988 107

HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you
find a rental ~ For (ree service call
529-5252. Division of Diedericb
Real Estate
f.85128b115

~u..!.egi~~~~~·p1~i.r52t~.:Jlable

Afressor

~~~~~~r. ~~~tafterl;:ooez
WATER BED.
heater. rail

I.............

~~m:::~ ~~F~fj ~~7~2

IBlfumished Goo'.! summer rates.

4,';7-6956. 52'}o I 73S.

Audio Speclan.ts

__ • Estate

CARTERVILLE DUPLEX 2i>
percent return 00 S4.()j\{j down
c::yment. 2 bedroom. ~.'sume loan.

6114-2418 for more information.

8678BaIll

"~I""'''''''''
_ - ............. 1.. ......

2 8. 4 BEDROOM. furnished

B8676Bb122
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
immedlatel)l. Sublease bedroom in
newly remooeled s~r nice house.

~::ke tg,~~t.u;:~. per_ ~~r~b~&t
N_ ....tl... fw

Ja"

.nd

SUIftlller. Houses close

'0

campus. 9 bedroom: 308 W.
Cherry. 7 bedroom: 513
Beveridge, 512 Beveridge. 5
bedroom: 710 W. College.
300 E. College, 511 S. Foresl.
503 W. College. 4 bedroom:
606W. chrry. Xl8W. Mortroe.
505 S. Beveridge. 503 S.
Beveridge, 311 W. Cherry.
309 Cherry, sro Ook. 511 S.
Hays. 406 E. liester. 409 E.
~. 3 beclroom: 306 W.
Cherry. 408 S. Ash. 411 E.
F~n.

515 S logon. 504
S. Av.. 11. 2 wdroom: 4(W'I.

S, Uniwnity. 311 W. Cherry,
40[, E. Hester. 301 N. Springer.
504 S. Hays. 1 bedroom: 406
S. University. 504 S.
"s
~ ane! 5. 334 W. Walnut. If
you don', Ilk. these coli. We
hove more. 529-1082.

".11

MI.m
51U~1or

sophomores and up

NOW IIINT1NO POll
SUMMItt & 'ALL
Feo>'urlng: Efflclencles.:2 & 3 !>d.
SpIlt IeweI "Pb.

,y,th: Swlmml"1l DOOI
Air condltlonl"1l
Woll to _II <a<pellng
Fully fumlshed
CabI.lVlel'#lce
Malntwnm1ce ...vice
ChataJoI grills
AND YET
VERY ClOSE TO CAMPUS
Few InfonncrIIon stap by

The Quads

MoblleHome.
VERY NICE 14x72 3-bedroom.
Attractively furnished with

~~.~2~~
B8332BcI08

available. 451-«152.

NICE I-BEDROOM IOxSO trailer.

~n~::'~~es '~:.nth.

B8483Bc 11 3

CLEAN (,Cl:r.'TR Y LIVING. Close
to Crab Orchard Lake. Two

~Ji~:. :e~bi~~~~iL t~~

month includes water,

trash

~~"a~ra",.:n!.!a~:eBi~~~~c:r
549-3002 Bftl!!' 5 pm.

B8568Bc 118

12075. Wall
457-41U

I BEDROOM TRAILER $135 S
~~ east. Call after :;

SHO¥t APARTMENTS
Mon .. Weds .. Fri .•
1-5pm

f:roo;~!Zi~i I~.\~~

Sot .•

ll·~

tws.:4fJs

=~~~. Quiet, palf:~r8t

~o:;o h~I~:t~lT: ~a~r:.:(p

NEW LARGE TWO bedroom.
CarbGndale suburb, Cedar Creek
Road. walk!:1 distance to public

provided. AVailable immediatef".

~7-8458.

Iak;a!;:;:,
ca~~~~~scJs~
~tChen....stove, refrigerator fur·

!!!;17!kJ66

~Ona~R~M2 t~f!E~

nished. w asher-aryer bo(j;-up, lots
of close and storage. f32S-month.
S49-1505.
8611 Bfl 09

UDlversity jaIl, 6 blocks fl'om
campus, Il& iJets, '100. ,ISO, '185

~:res~::~~8k about~~\~

Wanted to R.nt

2·BEDROOM FRONT and rear.

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST SEEKS
furnished
apartment for
~: (June 83-June ~C:~J8

house or

ruen~J,iria~~r1eT~a~
Cedar CreE-it ~oad. 'l7O-month,
8644Bcl05

:;49-2593.

HHPWANTEO

i2lI7O 3 BEDROOM fumilJbed or

!:Yn~~Pa~~
~~S4""~rJr=
10 p.m.
8481E1I3
NEED VISA ~ MASI'ERCARD'
Everyone eligible. Fees and

~i!rfsS ~t~o~nL~:q~~~· F~~~.
physboro, n 62966 ..( 618) S49-8217.
8564E II 9

~:r:e?~!, "f!!'tE~n~~'~u~a~:'

Guaranteed no errors. Reuonable
rates. :;49-2258.
&'\14EI19
SOOT MAGIC CHIMNEY Sw~p
The Master SWEep that knows yol1:'
chimney. Carterville, 985-4465.
8579EII9

IBlfumished 3-miles from campus,

=~sa~=~pet~Wc'~

OVERSEAS .10BS . SUMMER·
year round. Europe S. America,
Australia, Asia. Ali Fiellh.

rr:;

ONE BEDROOM, O~E mile rrom
camGa' flll'1lisbed, gloS heat, air

r~~w~~~ttlt i~r~~cor=

~~~'~~(rzW:j.~~~l

Del Mar, CA 92625.

88648Bc108

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
heat bills' One bedroom apart·
ment completely furnished, clean
ideal for single or young couple.
Located Ih miles east of

~~~r~!~~~' 2~~i~du~u1r~~"!t~:~

=,

GOVERNESS WANTED FOR 7
year, female child, in exchange for
room and board. Sun.·Thur., 3:30

includeO in rent. $165 per month
and up. Available DOW, also taking
Semester contracts. Phooe
2 or S49-3002 after =Sc122
.

Cef;ri~~~~. gr~y~~~·~~Ja~8
8551Cll'6

:::S H~~E.PoSpi~~~:94t21~~·

., VERY

~t~'iw~~~~ir!uf~

Ext. 405.

m.iIi!s east of town, $l75-mmth. ~TO
doll, 45H372.
871l&:111!!

~.:a~%~/:'~~nsor J.:t~;

years or age or older. A'Tly in

UKE NEW 14x70, 3-bedroorr.., DNr

";ATED IN RACOON VALLEY.
bedroom. central air, washer-

~"D!:i~~~~:~5~8732Bcu3

B8S49C117

BARTENDERS,
WAITRESSES
AND DoormeD DOW hiring for
sping aod summer 5emeot::n. On

AVAILABLE NOW l2xS4 m(l'-I1e
=~close to campus, ~~lo

~~ ~ anrik~~~

CLOTHING ALTERATIONS. 1182

~au ~ alcra~l~~~,inl~~~~~r~~~

7859

8633E 11 0

I. AIM DESIGN Studio-garments
designed. clothing constructed and
alterations. Open 7 days. 529-3996.
8638E121

~1~'. Dept. DE, Beverly ~~~

~~!her~~tlup~~WnH:'a.\nt:r!~

CARBONDALE

828lCI05

EARN S5OO.00 OR more per week,
working only 3 liours a
day ... Guaranteed! For more in-

TYPING· THE OFFICE. 409 W
Main St., S49-3512.
11642E120

,

=08at~1J~~~~i1MMns l~~B8659Cl11

HELP WANTED: P. J. 'S Mur·
.1hysboro, Doorman. CaD 684-5709
aHer Ipm for interview. B8669CI06

COCKTAIL WAITRESS CHANNEL I (rormerly New Yorker>. SOl
E. Walnut, CarbOlulale. AWly in
~3!'; 2:30pm'7pm, ~M:~~
WINNING THE JOB race..
cassette with latest job landing
techniques ror c8l"eer positions
after coUege. Send
Barcla~,

8654El!'5

MENDrNG AND AL TERA TINOS.
Cheap. 687-4781 after 5 p.m.
8649E121
CARS PAINTED, $150. Rusl
repaired. All work guaranteed. 12
years e1tperienc£ ...57-8223, bet·
ween H.?m am! 6pm for information
or appoinimt!lll.
P698EI07
UPDATE YOUR WARDROBE.
Expert tailoring aDd alterations.
complete reconstruction of garments no job too small. Narrow
pa~t legs and lapels, replace
zippers, berns, etc. The Alteration

I

~~ixI4~

E.

Main,

Ca~~8,*Jf'

ALTERATIONS,
SEWING.
HOUSE cleaninl For ap·
pointment. call 529- HIS. s:&~iI3
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, FAST.
guaranteed. no errors, fTeE'roper,

~~ir~~f~Kr~:r~~e::n. ~~~

,E~~

RESEARCHERS - FULL TNE

IRoom.
ROOMS FOR RENT: $75 a month.

l!!Us semester, house near campus.
pD Ray, S4H589or ~Bdl06

~\~e~f!{l,l~. ~~~W
perien'~e in cerf. cUl?ure or im~.u~~I°Pet~~lpf'b~ta~~~3,
exl 249 or L.

1).

Russell, Ph.D.

::~~YE:~o;!~: E~?g

Roommat ••
OOMMATE NEEDED 1M·
lATELY. !! bedroom house,
asher, drYer. ~il', ca~. $1OGooth. call4S7-22iil after~l;~

for,.....,

~Intl. .
lIIustrot.d manual details

°Accvrutw

""_""II ....thoca

·n..... 1GYIng .....Ic;u·Pr-...:...~I pn.'lCellure.
·TI'OI:i.~

Make a lab for yourseH
Varsity
$4.95 postpaid.
Palnti~

o.pt..

D.E,. 10010

Pettwson Ct., NQpervi'Ie, III.
60540

SERVICE!', • FFERfD
WOMEN'S CENTER,
CARBONDALE offers c:lnfidential

~~t~a:~~~~~

2124.

B73t.'f!EI05

TERM PAPERS,
THESES,
Dissenations, resumes etc. (mM
: ! = c equipment>. ca~~
ENERGY

OMMATE NEEDED FOR 4
room house, 2 blocks rrom
pus, 457.-1.
8708Be113
OMMA TE WANTED FOR
, batr furnished apartment in
se on Cherry St. Close to
us, reasonable rent. Cali
at 549-711;8.
8736Be111

INVESTMENT
t1~~~~ to save
,:an beat any
penonalized.
c9m~ensive enert::y audit of

=.y

6;':s:::rs

P'o~ 1iJs~~om.~~ ~~

The Other Utility for information:
S49-5302.
Bl339EI07
OPPORTUNITY. TRADE '15 for

fiODc~;:fy~~e°..:':;:sr~:::,:
~e~o W~~~~ ~:;:r~
IL 62901.

.Q30Elot

THE
HANDYMAN.
EVERYTHING from fixiDg
doorknobs
to
remndeling
bath:-ooms. Car~ntry, roolinl,
snow shoveling, lawn mowinl.
Reliable. Re~sonable rate~.
References. "',.;('126.
8I45EI08
INCOME

TAX

RETURNS

~1:V=~~~~ends.
8386EI08

SESSI()fo/S,
Gt!INNEU HAll (0aI< Room)
Sunday. feb"",,., 71.71'
Monday. Februa,., 211. 7P
T•..-day. Morel> 1 7P

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

(W"_.)

TRUEBLOOD HALL
Sunday. F..........., V. 7P
Monday. FW"..,., 211. 7P
1 ••""",. March 1 .

InSllnl ellb

7P

for aftll1tllu
of Gold or Silver
Coina-Jewefnr-Ciau Rinft

LfHTZ HAll (I""lng !loom 15)
!ounday. february 71. 7P
Monday. Februa,., 21. 7P
T~.Marchl.

7P

JldCoN 1235.11.457·6131

.

STUDENT CENTER
Sunday. Feb<ua,., 71. 7P
tlllnoI.Room
Monday. Feb"",,., 211. 7P
Tuesday. Mar<:h 1. 7P
MI,..,.,rl Roc."

T"u"day. March 3
Okk>R""'"

WANTE[\

_

WANTED: TICKETS FOR Tom
Perno- concert! Varied seat. O. K.
CallS49-8S93. Keeptrying'8Il81FI07

LOST
WALLET WITH IMPORTANT
I.D. s and donor cards. If found,
please return It. lYeeil nesk. or
jJhooe 453-<1894.
8622Gl05
H.P. 33-E Calc~Jator witll Black
leather case. Lott on way to Teeh
~~~~
Lewis ~cgl~

J,:!Jr"{Jo.

FOUND
DOBEt1M1.N PUppy FOUND
near Southern Illioois AiI1IOI'l No
tags. call 529-4038 after 3:00 p.m.
8650HI06
MALE KITrEN NEAR Quatros.
Four white paws~. white wfJiskers,
black. white unaerside. Call 4535627 or 453-5426 after 3 p.m
8n4H114

ANNOUNCEMENTS
JUST OPENED.

STONES and
i

~=~:&~, o::,tt: ;
etc. Stones by

~e

aDd Jean's

~:~or41ft'a::b1:8

~lN C~~Ja~~~

to ~~~! !testauraDt at
SycalllGftand W. M.WL~ 8311Jl07
SALUKI SUNBATHERS:
SPRING BREAK iD Fl Lauderdale
or Key West s~ at $125. In~'r1~ff~~ mptly =::i1

(

.

SMILE·

MluiHippi R~

~P

5313S11

TYPING IN MY home. Qualified
Secretary III Transcriber Short
reports. thesis. dissertations,
manuscripts. Phone 995-9474.

1195.

~~ ~lr:-emit~I

OPEN THE DOORS OF SlU·C FOIl
INCOMING STUDENTS. BECOMe A
SlA A TTB«l 0Nf Of neil INTBIEST

\

Shared a,utontatic tellers
link banks in 1 7 cities
bond~le.

Bv Patrick Wii!iams

First :\a!iunai Bank &
of Carbon(\.lle. a
m('mber. has an AT;,;
A S)stem 01 shared automatIc in the Student ('enter
t{"Her machines linking 14 hanks
('etwork ATMs are also
thrO\Jghout southern and south· located in SIX shopping centers.
W('stern illinois has bE'pn Green~alt saicl. The Bank of
created. The system will allow Carbondale has a machine in
customers from each of the (he l'niversitv Mall
banks to us£' any one of 29
Greenwalt said the ATMs are
automatic teller machinE'S in Ji linked by phone line through
citIes.
ATM :\£'tw{lrk Managem£'nr
KE'n Grl'E'nwalt. pr('sident 01 Corp of Downers (;rove. The
l'nited ComputE'r services In svstem has been functional
Marion. which handles com· since Jan J. He sa:~ I';> "Gpes
puter processing for thp nl't· the network will ~ontir.ue to
work's banks. said the ATM grow to indud£' other cities
system cOVt"rs banks at a FiVE' more hanks have ('x·
d'istance of "well OVE'r WI.) pressed <In int('rest in joining
miles." the largest area in thE' t,)e network. since its (ormation
state covert'd by a singlp npt·
Member banks are: Tr,e Bank
work
of Cc>rbondale 2nd The First
LindH ATM sharing. a Nation.;:1 Bank & Trust Co. In
custolT\{'r will be able to use any Carbondale: Mid America Bank
of thE' machines in the network and Trust ('0. ~i Alton. Car~
to make withdrawls or deposits. bondal('. EdgE'mont. FaIrView
check balances. and transfer HE'ights.
Lebanon
and
funds betWl'E'n accounts.
Mascoutah. Communit} Trust
ThE' system could be par· Bank of Irvington. DuQuoin
ticul<'r1y useful to students at State Bank: FarmE'rs & ME'r
Slll-C whu live and bank in one chants Bank of Highland: Firsl
of the me·.nber cities other !han
Bank & Trust Co of Mur~
Carbondale. said \lark Davis.
physboro: Hl'rrin Securit}
vice president for public
Rank: a:1d St-curity Bank &
relations for the Bank of ('ar
Trust Co. of Mt. \'ernon

start Writt-r

Tru!'t

Co.

~<-lwork

Area Services offers plan for
Norris Cit} house numbering
8:v Kim Sampson
Student Writer

streets. He drew a n,ap with
arro ..... s Ie!' thp directlOns of the
houses

Looking for somebody in
/I; orris (,itv. III. ? That used to be
a problem because Norris City.
a town of 1.500 southwest of
Carmi in White County. had
never had a hou."e nurr'beri'lg
system.
Boyd
Butler.
assistanl
director of SIU-C's area S('r~
vices. is helping the mayor and
oflicial~ of Norris City develop;,
system to number the houses
"The new num bering system
wiD help United Parcel and
emergency vehicles find hQU.'OP';
in the city," Butler said.
Without a numbering system,
delivery
and
emergency
vehicles had to stop and ask
local merchants for locations of
houses, he said. Often, local
merchant; could only give an
apJ'!'oximate area of the
location of a residence. With the
nllTllbering system, the houses
ca'1 be found eas\ly and quickly.

"Dt'tE'rmimng the directions
was thE' hardest part of thE'
project." Butler said
AftE'r hE' had the map. Butler
began numbering the houses
f:, .tier said he began with the
cpnter of the town and started
numbering ;nltward. oeginning
with the numl-ers 100 and WI.
Butler use<i ood numbers for
houses facing I~asl anti south
and even numbers for houses
facing north and west.
Butler completed the house
numbering system in early
January and presented it to the
mayor of Norris C'ity on Feb. I.
The area services office is a
part of SIU-C's Regi'lOal
Resea"'Ch and Services.
RegIonal Research
and
Services, located at 1301 W.
Chautaqua, was established to
coordinate and stimulate
research and service activities
between SlU-C and the Southern
Illinois communities.
"The office acts as a liaison
between SlU-C and the com·
munity, .. said Rex Karnes,
director of area services.
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Schools berated in Martin Lecture
Hy I' <lula Finlay
Student Writer

century developed irom the
Period of Enlightenment. ac·
cording to Sit'dentop.
"Each person defines what is
good and right for him or
herself." he said. "The focus
has been directed toward the
personal, away from the social
and environmental. S('hool
becomes fulfillment of personal
goals instead of social."
He said teachers must
be('omt' figures of moral
authority. as they once were.
Sit'dentop asserted schools
have not changt'd to meet the
changes of society. and said
they no longer provide an en·
vironment for professional
pra('tke.
"Schools have not changed
except to deteriorate marked!)
Conditions for professional

Merely "holding the line" is
not ",nough to prevent more
"backslide" in schools or to ,,~
establish
tea('hing
as
professionally and socially
rewarding, according ~o nn Ohio
State University teacher
t'ducation expert
Educators must rene,,' their
eommitment to high standards,
Daryl Siedentop. Ohio State
physi('al Nucativ'l professor,
said ilt the 19113 Glenn "Abe"
Martin Lecture.
"&hooling in this ('ountry
does not serve weii the purpose
that it intends to serve,"
Siedentop said. "Schools ought
to change."
The morai philosophy cf this

Today's puzzle
ACROSS
1 Gr..5 M ....e ~
10 Ascots

61 Arebug
62 Colorado
tributary:

2 words
64Whist!ing
15 Climbing vine
swan
16 French n- 65 Co,ile salt·
17 Follow _ _
pet...
1y:3words
66_

14-11xe

19~bIe

20 Garry out
21 Piled
23 Close!'
25 St(Me girt
26 More delieale
29 Full of pep
34 Oeoease
35 Passage
Abbr

37 Gel 10

38 -

and

Magog
39 Eyes
41 Shoe part
42 BioI 0U1
44 0u1 of lhe
WInd
45 Pear part
46 Sit astride
48 Gymnast
';0 Bnt ISle
<1 Drunkard
:.3 Thing dono>
57 C,,,,.., first

~

1>7 S......dOl
68 Harpoon
69 Bed supporl
DOWN
1 Similar
2 Asian 9'1"
3 Atoll
-4 Pledge
5 KInd of meal
3 words

6 Malogn
7 Where
Hoban IS
Abbr
8 Mr Slaught...
9 DecIaomer
10 Drawn exact·
Iy: 2 words
11 Asian natiOn;
Var
12 Nine Pre'
13 Sperm
18 Canada
balsam. e.g

Pu:"zle answers
are on Page 8.

22 Dedares

45 BeIieYes

24 Fast_s

47 Stoops

26 Mel boxes
27 Scrub
28 Havana
30 Arrow poison
31 Cyms (r
TImothy 32 Game rasu/t
33 SImple
36 EI Camino

49 Ulilizt!f
52 Grand 53 Important
poe1ry
54 Wood: Pre;
55 lneite
56 Voyage
58 Grand·
par1!f1tal
59 ThemE>
MUSIC
60 Fonner~f
63 Summer: fOr

practice ha~., deteriorated very
consistently in the past several
decades." he said.
Directly related to worsened
conditions ror professional
conditions for educators.
Siendentop said, are teacher
shortages, teacher burn·out,
scholl vadalisrr. and declining
academic performance.
"I dnn't think anythi:;g is
going to change in the schools
until thOSf' l:onditions ar~ made
to change and begin to im·
prove," he said.
Siedentop said that teacher
shortage'S are likely to become
much more serious.
"Shortages relate nol to the
economics of education but
rallJer to the condWons for
professional practice," he said.
"The overall pool is ~etting
smaller."
Young
teachers
today
respond to job:. '.vhere con·
ditions for teaching are po!'itive
ana ec«J'lOmil! advantages do
not oUsel ; that. he said.
ThE' economics of education
have never been good.
Siedentop said. but in the past
schools were thought of as a
place to serve
In 1969, when Americans were
ao;kt'd if they would likt' their
children to become teachers. 75
percent
responded
af·
firmatively, Sit'dentop said. Ii,
1972. fil percent said yes to the
same question. but in 1980. less
than half said they'd like their
children to become teachers.
a('('nmine to SiMPntop

I]

X>CXXXX
V
,jIlttdJtt'. D
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. t-tou... 01 HaIr Des91
V..
Roffier S."Ii.b
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Murda" 5tqoplng ~A
h ...·Frt
8:»-5

V
A

x

X
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f .... Appo!n'"-'t
4$7-6411

Halr·"ln Products
lIo1fler·R.K. ' -

X
Y
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*wefix
stEREOS If AMPLIFIERS
AJwo,. "*-Y
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TAPE DECKS/RAOIOS/P.A:S
BAND SOUND EQUIPMENT
prompt -courteous-expert
All work paranteed!

t1\~nii~~
715

s. nlinotsA\Ie./c.bandaIe

rAIclne 529-5501 Ask for Tim
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SEXUALITY:
TM Mal.
Vi.wpoint
A WORKSHOP FOP. AND ABOUT MEN
Explore what 1: means to be a male In the
SO's.
Join us f •• r a diaculSion of 1e1n\a1 myths and
it~reotvJteS that influence yoo.!r behaviors.

Feb. 24th 7·9 pm

~nwflaln,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,_t

.... ....,yeu.,..ct.c••

.. ,....,..'0.,...,., .............. ..r.tt-="."...
"we .......
..
If!

f.~~~ ........ ~".,.,.,...
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tt ..

51U Students

GD

dll'WtfNI of. ~"tI'I

.. " ........... II"W .......

....-yltv .. ~tN~"
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Ad ,ff,cti.,. thrv Saturday HIg"',
F'brvary 26, 1913 •

• ring
COS,. cunER BRAND

For tile BeSt of . ..,ttllng
Including tile cost cutter Price

potato
Chi,s

Ser~~ 'n' Save
Wieners

c

12·0z.
Plrg.

a·O~.

Bag

$1
' ~:3U~.~~. 38
SOTZ
$1 59

tAR & SUGAR

PE~~~~Rtt OR SUGAR fREE &

S-lS. FLAVORSEAl PAK
FRESH

Regular
Dr. Pe,per

BOLOGNA ~~:

S

(Bm.

~lAMl

PICXU II 7QJ

The Be5t
Dfthepresh
JI'" fOr You

IN Oil OR WATER

Chunk light
Star-Kist Tuna

SWIRLS

FRESH MADE

THIN CRUST

SUBMARINE
SANDWICH

FRESH
PIIZA

0...$111 $411 2 h~1
WhoM

THOMPSON

WHITE SEEDLESS
GRAPES •••••••••••••

111.

FRESH
NECTARINB • • • • • • • • ••

111.

JUICY SWEO
PLUMS ••••••••••••••
GOlD£N RIPE

CHIQUITA
BANANAS ••••••••

3

111.
1111

;.;
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Activities set for philosophers' meeting
8y Duane Schornbert
Staff Writer

Mort" than 100 members of the
Society for the Advancement or
American Philosophy are t'l(
pected to attend the group's
annual meeting March 3
through 5 at SIU·c' according to
John Howie, associate professor
of philosophy a~ SIU-C.
"This confert"nce will mark
the first time in 16 years it has
been held at Southern. The

scheduled discussions will be
interesting and fun to any
person
interested
in
philosophy," Howie said.
The conference will get under
way with a discussion of

s;ft~~l~~':J'~ J'n~~ed ~ht!t~?~i

8:30 p.m. March 3 in the
Banquet Room of Carbondale's
Rar:1ada Inn. Speakers will be
James Gouinlock o( Emory
University, Andrew Reck or
Tulane University, and Thelma

Lavine of George Washington
University.
"to'ederalist Times" will kick
off a series or discussions at 9: 30
a.m. March 4 on the fourth floor
of the Student Center. Speakers
(or this event will be John
Ryder of the State University of
New York-Cortland, WiUiam
C10hesy of Loyola University of
Chicago, and John U. Lewis of
Windsor University in Ontario,
Canada.
/'! concurrent session on

SIU-C program to offer
four-year paralegal courses
By Mary Pries
Staff Writer
Next fall, SIU-C will become
the ninth college in the country
to offer a four·year paralegal
studies program.
Professor Browning Carrott,
director of the program, said
that a paralegal usually works
as an assistant to a lawyer at a
large law office. However. a
paralegal may also work for a
eorporation or in public em·
ployment.
"A paralegal can meet with
clients as long as he does not
give legal advice. Paralegals
investigate things such as ac·
cidents. do research for legal
documents, and do tax forms."
said Carrott. who is a member
of the Illinois Bar Association.
The program will give a
student a blend of technieal and
general knowledge. Carrot!
said. Forty·five hours of
general studies. 'l:l hours of

paralegal studic:-: requirements
including generr.1 law and legal
specialties COli rses, 10 hours of
administration·related courses,
18 hours of upper·division
liberal arts courses and seven
hours from the College of
Liberal Arts will be required,
said Carrott.
Associate Dean Ernest I<Alix or the College of Liberal
Arts said four courses were
created for the program. The
rest of the courses were already
in the curriculum.
"Introduction to
Paralegalism
and
Legal
Research," "Estates and
Trusts." "Trial and Appellate
Procedure" and "Business
Organization" were designed
specifically for the program.
Carr'ltt said a few part-time
teachers will be hired for tht
program. However, most of the
courses will be taught by
present SIU-C professors.
Alix said he expects the

prouam to be popular because
"paralegals are the coming
thing."
"It is a promising career," he
said. "A recent Deparbnent of
Labor study reported that there
are more job openings for
paralegals than for any other
occupation in this decade."
CarroU said that in 1980.
32,000 people were working as
paralegals and that figure is
expected to double in the next 10
years.
"It is a good job," said
Carrott. "Some beginning
paralegals may earn up to
$15.000 a year."
Another appealing aspect
about being a paralegal is that it
does not require as much school
as being a lawyer does, said
Carrot!.
"Many people are interested
in law related matters. but do
not want to go through the three
years of law school." Carroll
said.

"Ontology and Metaphysics"
will
include
Robert
S.
Corrington of Pennsylvania
State University, Victor Tejere
of the State University of New
York-5tony Brook. and Mark
Mende!) of the University or
Pennsylvania.
At 1:45 p.m. two simultaneous
discussions will occur. "John
Dewey" will be the subject of a
talk by Konslantin Kolenda or
Rice University and James
Campbell or the University of
Toledo, while Donald S. Lee of
Tulane University and David S.
Clarke or SIU-C will discuss "A
Pragmatic Theory of Natural
Value."
Darnell Rucker of Skidmore
College will give the SA~P's
presidential address entitled
"Radical Democracy from
Plato to Dewey" at 3:15 p.m.
The
75th
anniversary
celebration or the publication of
"Ethics" by John Dewey and
James Hayden Tufts will be
marked by a panel discussion
on the two philosophers at 7:30
p.m. March 4 in Morris Library
Auditorium. That Will be
lollowed by a discussion or
"Resources for Research on
American Philosophy at SIU-C"
by Jo Ann Boydston, director of
SIU-C's Center for Dewey
Studies, and Lewis E. Hahn.
editor of the Library of Living
Philosophers and a discussion
of "The Two 'Ethics': 1908 and
1932" by Abraham Edel and
Elizabeth Flower of the
University or Pennsylvania.

See it all in the classHied.
--

Bv Dualle Schomberi
Writer

A ten-part series entitled
"The Computer Programme,"
teaching the basic concepts of
microcomputers and effects
they have on society, is now
available at SlU-C's Self·
Instruction Center in Morris

~:r:der. a:~~~~f dit:'ec~~

media.
"The series does not teach a
person how to write a
program." Hostetler explained.
"It is an introduction to
microcomputers. Since most of
what goes on in an office will
eventually be done by com·
puters. it is important to know
about their functions and
capabilities. "
Hostetler said microcom·
puters should not be feared. but

better understood to realize
what impact they have on
people's lives. He believes these
tapes will enable people to have
a b.:tter grasp on computer
literacy.
Originally telecast on the
British Broadcasting Cor·
poration, each cassette is 2S
minutes. The series simplifies
complex concepts, presents
instructive computer applications from all around the
world and introduces and explains t~hnical vocabulary.
Since the computer is a
"powerful" educational tool for
instruction, Hostetler recom·
mends the series as a complete
introductory teacher training
unit for teachers in all
curriculum areas teaching
students of all ability levels.
"There is a great interest in
microcomputers for teachers

PlW

Pups $11 OFF
1 male 1 Female
Buff Colored
AKC Registered

~

529-4130
611 S. IlIOnois
IIIIodtFromCampu.
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·15 . .I. t .... Completely ht-upl 21% Of.
Ready to add water & Fish I
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Auto ,.".
New I UMd /Rebuilt

SIU SKYDIVING CLUB
"The Club t-_ ~~••

Wanted:
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because it can help incorporate
ideas into the classroom and
help them become better
teachers," he said.
''The Computer Programme"
is also recommended by the
BBC for parents to understand
what their children are lear·
ni!lg, and for businessmen to
learn how the microcomputer
could affect and help their
Instruction Center is a copy of
"The Beginner's Guide to
Computers" by Robin Brad·
beer, Peter DeBono, and Peter
Laurie. The book, written to
coincide witll the telecast of
"The Computer Programme"
in England, was "extremely
successful and became a bestseUer because of the series on
microcomputers," according to
Hostetler.

-_.

SMILE

Microcomputer course available
siarr

Saturday's schedule includes
a
panel
discussion
on
"American Sociology and
Pragmatism: Mead" with
Joseph Betz of Villanova
University; David Miller.
James Feibleman and Lester
Kurtz of the University of Texas
at Austin; and J. David Lewis of
Notre Dame University at 9
a.m. in Ballroom A of the
Studt>nt Cpnter.
At 10:45 a.m. Christopher
Gowans of Fordham University
and Robert Greenwood of the
University of South Alabama
will speak on "Clarence I.
Le .... is.. in the Mississippi
Roonl, and William Gavin of the
University of Southern Maine
and Kenneth Stikkers of the
University of Seattle will
discuss "James and Pierce" in
the Ohio Room.
"Poetry and Metaphor" is the
topic of a session involving John
Peterman of Paterson State
University
and
Morris
Grossman
of
Fairfield
University in the Mi~c;issippi
RI".Qm. William R. Woodward of
the University of New Hampshire and George Stickel of SIU·
C will speak on "History of
American Pililosophy" in the
Ohio Room. Both discussions
begin at 1:30 p.m.
All sessions of the SAAP
conference are co-sponsored by
the SIU-C Department of
Philosophy, Graduate SchOOl.
Office of Research, DeveloJ.>ment and Administration and
University
Press.
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RUGGERS from Page 20
made us feel good that we could

be part of it:'

The rugby team is one of 31
sport's clubs sponsored by the
Recreation Center Intramural
Department. Eacb player must
pay $20 in dues for the season,
and donate around $10 for eacb
road trip. They must also buy a
rugby jersey for $30. The team
also sells items, sucb as the "I
hate U of I" t-shirts sold last
faD. to help cover expeuses. The
intramural department mat.:bes the funds, up to $700, that
the team raises.

"When we. the veterans.
leave." Manion said, "it will up
to the boys below us to take over
can play for the two teams. and be as consistent as we have.
There is a maroon team and a Until then. we're going to push
wbile team each consisting of 20 these guys, make Jlf'm run the
players. The players that are hill. until they unite into an
exceDent team for the future."
The first home game will be
selectors who wiD be voted on March 5 against Springfield.
by the team tin Thursday. But This will be 'Fan ApPl"eciation
&..'COI'ding to Manion. every Day' and the team will BpOn5'lf
player gets a chance to competf' a small "picnic" during balftime. The rugby pitch is located
before the season ends.
This will be the last season for behind the centerfield fen<:t of
Abe Martin Field.
many of the pla~ers.
When the team travels for
road games, only 40 players. out

of the possible 78 on the team.

=t'!~l.!:h :::r!i~ed t!~

SALUKIS from Page 20
wins. The Salukis have never
lost in Columbia. and in the past
two seasons Scott's teams have
defeated 20-win Rutherford
clubs. No contest. however. has
ever been decided by more than
five points.
With Price back in the lineup.
the pentarcby that has been
first-stringing through the bulk
of the season has been reunited.
But Price's naUonally-leadinll

shooting percen~ge 168 percent) has dropped off in the past
three games. largely due to
nervousness and being out of
shape, Scott said. Char Warring
(16.5.8.0) continued to increase
her scoring average with a
career-high 29 point output
against Eastern Illinois on
Monday. whilE front-line partner 8uf' Faber «10.4. 7.4) continues to lead the team in assists
(121) and steals (47). The im-

proved shooting of guards D.D.
Plab (9.5 pointsi and Rose
(8.5) during the PriceCrisIS is the primary reason the
Salukis are the best shooting
P~

re:::e~g:ut~e= ~~ttth: ~~U

aware. numbers mean little on
the hardwood.
"The Missoori game is a big
game for \IS every year." the
six-Yf>ar
veteran
said.
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Ruggers have old goals,
new image for this year
8y George Pappas
Staff Writer

They're in the scrum kicking
the ball around, pushing,
ng
~~~~g
t:;!;l Al\O Je~
suddt>n, the ball gets flipped
back to Mike Nolan, the
scrumhaH. 'Noles' swings right
and before he gets levelled by
two oncoming defenders. he
flips the ball back to the
fullback, John Glotzbock, who
e\'ades three defenders. dashes
right. swmgs left and scores.
According to Mike Manion.
back coach for the SIU-C men's
rugby team. this is the way
most of the plays went last fall
for the Salukis. Last fall's team
was adept enough to com pill a
10-1 record and was ranked in
the top eight of the Midwest
Region.
But this spring's squad has
gone through a few changes.
Mike Nolan has graduated and
John Glotzbock and a few other
key players are g~ne. So f~ ~is
spring's team IS rebuIlding.
remolding and expecting an
even better season than last.
The president of the men's
rugby team is Rob Campell,
senior in zoology. He has been
with the squad for four years.
and in light of the fact that this
is his last season, he is a little
worried aboUt the future of
men's rugby team's trophies.
The men's rugby team
originated in 1973, and since
then it has never had a losing
season. With all those winning
seasons at hand, the squad has
accumulated a great number of
trophies, .ith nowhere to put
them for display.
"The trophies are scattered
throughout the players' houses
here in Carbondale," Campbell
said. "They rightfully belong in
a display c"se somewhere on
campus or ; l Carbondale where
the studenli can admire them."

or!

And, according to Campbell,
not one person has made an
effort to find a display case for
them.

ii :t:.r~~~g.~ ~l ~~~

is scheduled for Saturday, Feb.
26, in Nashville, Tenn., against
Vanderbilt. The team has been
practicing for this matchup for
four weeks, including an intersquad game last Saturday.
"I feel we have another great
team," Campbell said. "Our
ofrensive attack is potent, our
kicking team is sound. and if we
unite as a team and play
together. we should romp this
season. "
"Unite" is a big word in
Manion's vocabulary. He plans
to take after last fall's coach.
Dave Hanepho. who graduated,
Manion said.
"Hanepho got all the 'nitpicky cliques' off our team and
praised unity," Manion said.
"and it worked."
According to Campbell, the
squad has been trying to rid
itself of its stereolyped
reputation for drunkeness and
for being composed of crazed
individuals.
They
have
straightened out their act,
Campbell noted.
Since last season. the rugby
team has been very much in·
volved in special events. The
team got involved with the
Easter Seals campaign in which
they made 1,500 buttons for the
campaign. Every player on the
team had to donate blood for the
blood-drive. They won the
novelty division of the SIU-C
Homecoming parade in which
20 players dressed up as New
Orleans Hookers, Their biggest
accomplishment was helping in
the Special Olympics.
"It's fun to go out there and
help the kids," Campbell said.
"It meant a lot for them and it

By BrIaa WgbIs
Staff Writer
As singer-songwriter Kenny
Loggins so aptly put il - this is
it.
II Coach Cindy Scott has
hopes of fuHilling a 2O-win
season. then Wednesday night's
cage contest against the
powerful Missouri Lady Tigers
will be "it". After that game.
the verdict will be in. If the
Salukis win. the score mark is
almost a certainly - if they
lose. well. there's always next
year.
Scott and her roundballers
take their 18-7 record into
Columbia with upset on their
collective minds. The Lady
Tigers are currently 17-5. and
raflJj;ed ]7th in the nation.
"They're one of the best
teams we've played all year."
said Scott. "They're certainly
the highest-ranked learn we've
played. Missouri's got a very,
very solid ball club. They don't
like to run. they're very patient,
they don" make mistakes and
they're well-<:oached."
Like
their
Wednesday
counterparts. Mizzou was
weakened by the injury of its
front-line starter. Connie Price,
the Salukis' injuree, will be
standing at center court at tip0(( time; Debbie Walker will
not. Since the junior forward
h'ls been absent. the Lady
Tigers have garnered a
disappointing 2-3 mark. inl"Iuding losses to Big Eight foes
Kansas.
Colorado
and
oklahoma.
Rut just as it appeared that
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Strong cODlpetition a waiting
WODlen swilDDlers at NIC m.eet
8y Sherry l-.... lsenh.U
Staff Writer

.. A measure of cohesiveness
and desire" is what Florida
State women's swimming coach

~e:r·s
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es
National
Independents
Championship meet slated for
the coming weekend is probably
right on target.
The National Independents
Conference is estimated to be
the third strongest in the
country behind the Pac 10 and
Southeastern
conferences.
South Carolina, Florida State
and SJU-C appear to be the
St>e RUGGERS, P.ge It
three teams battling for the
title, with the University of
Cincinnati and Virginia Tech
the favorites to fight for f~.
North Carolina-Char' .,He.
Northeast Louisiana, Lamar,
the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock and Virginia
the Columbians were aboUt to Commonwealth round out the
slip out of the national rankings NIC field but aren't considered
(they W,:ln! ranked as high as contenders for the cham12th). they upended Big Eidltleading and eighth-ranked pi~~t hosts the NiCs, an
Kansas State. That was a week important advantage to the
ago.
Safuki swimmers and divers
Missouri returned four who are familiar with the home
starters from last season's pool and boards. SIU-C coach
squad that reached the fina1 16 Tim Hill predicts his team will
in the NCAA tournament. All finish third behind South
four are scoring in double- Carolina and Florida State, an
digits. Senior forward Lorraine underestimate according to
Ferret (14.5 points. six other team coaches.
rebounds per game) and six·
"Any one of those top three
foot sophomore Joni Davis teams can win it," Maul said.
(]3.2. 6.5) have been the "U looks to bo~ a very exciting
meet. very dose between South
~i~!r~a~~f::f~U~! ~~k~~~ Carolina,
Smlthern and us.
Walker's (13. 6.5) absence.
Simply put. the team that wants
Wednesday's battle will mark to win most will finish on top."
the flfSt homecoming for Saluki
Maul's squad is certainly a
Assistant Coach Julie Beck. top prospect for that position.
Beck. in her second year behind The Seminoles are the defenScott. starred as a starting ding conference champions.
guard for the Tigers in the late finishing first in the inaugural
70s. and later served as a championship last year, one
graduate
as!.istant
and notch ahead of the Salukis. In
recruiting cool'dinator for addition to returning a solid
Coach Joann Rutherford.
core of veterans, FSU has
"It will certainly feel dif- several talented freshmen
ferem for me to go back for the added to its roster.
first time with another team."
Beck said. "I'll be sitting across
and coaching again..... players I
helped recruit. But from a
personal standpoint, J'Il keep
the game in perspective. It will
One hlHldred and sixty runbe a big game for both teams: it ners competed in a five-mile
always has been."
road race Sunday to raise
Indeed it has. The history of money for the American Heart
the individual games in the Association CPR Training
series has usually come down to Program.
this: Mizzou usually has the
better team. but SJU-C usually
The race, whic:b 157 entrants
finished, was run as a team
event and divided into com!We SALUKIS, Pagf'

17th-rboked Missouri
to host Saluki cagers
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Two o'utstanding rookie
Seminoles are Sara Linke and
Natalie Deschamps. Linke
competed for the U.S. World
Games team last summer and
was considered to be one of the
top three recruits in the
country. Her specialties are
butterfiy, individual medley.
and middJe-distance freestyle.
Deschamps is a Quebec
native who is nationally ranked
in the 100 and 200 1M. Maul said
she has already qualified for
NCAAs in four events and he
expects her to be a strong
competitor and to win a few
events at NICs.
Maul said he suspended three
girls for breaki.,g training
rules, but his team still has
sufficient depth to compete for
tho! title.
"You can bet OW' team is up
for the meet." he said. "I want
them to go out and prove what
they can do, and let the other
teams prove they can beat us."
South Carolina will be the
third major contender for the
conference crown. The Lady
Gamecocks have had a successful season so far. with a
third place finish behind
Auburn and Georgia in the
Southern
Intercoliegia te
Swimming
and
Diving
Championships and a recent 1574 upset of second-ranked North
Carolina in a dual meet.
South Carolina coach Steve
Collins also predicts a close
meet between his team, Florida
Slate and SJU-C.
"Our team is really ready for
the meet, and we're excited to
be here," he said. "We haven't
seen the pool yet, but I understand it's a fast pool, from
looking at Southern's times.
"We came up here early to go
through the last part of our
tapering at the pool we'll be
swimming in." he said. "Our
divers need to get used to the
. boards, and the swimmers need
to get used to the starting blocks
and turns."
Collins said his team had a

good trip up to Illinois and is in
its best health of the season. He
said all of the girls will be
shaved and rested and he expects great swims from
everyone.
The Lady Gamecocks are
strongest in freestyle, led by
AU-American Jude DeSando
Collins said DeSando is just
getting back to full health after
a car accident in November, but
he fi~ she will be able to
contribute.
Carolina is aJso aided by
Kathy O'DonneD, who CoDins
said is one of the top sprint
freestylers in the country.
Cincinnati and Virginia Tech
are talented teams who lack the
personnel to battle for the title
but are a notch above the rest of
the field. Cincinnati assistant
coach Tom Keefe ssaJd SIU-C
and South Carolina al"!' odds-<ln
favorites, 'Jut depth will be the
deciding factor in who comes
out on top.
U depth is a must, Keefe's
team can be counted out of title
contention. It has quality
swimmers but lacks the
numbers to be a serious
championship tlu'eat. With 11
swimmers aoo four divers. the
Bearcats are one-third the siaof the other teams at the meet.
Keefe said his team will
foresake championship
aspirations in favor of
qualifying additional swimmers
for NCAAs. Cincinnati boasts a
second-ranked swimmer in Lori
Strong, a freshman who has
clocked in at 16:33.41 in the milp.
free.
Lack of depth also plagues
Virginia Tech coach Sccott
Morris. He said his team should
place in the top five. but can't
overtake the top three. Morris
said his team is swimming tired
and injuries have cut the roster
by seven. but he expects to
finish no lower than fourth. He
said his team wiD use the meet
primarily as a stepping stone
for NCAAI;.

Houseworths top list of race u,inners

I'

bined age categories.
Turning in the tM:'St combined
time of the day were the winners ,Jf the agp. 40-49 category.
Steve and Patty Houseworth.
57:30.4.
Other winners were Curt
Lafferty and Debbie Stolzenbach, age 39 and under. 66:48.6:
Louis Strubhait and Betsy

Lindeman, 50-59, 70:04.3:
Robert Anthony and Janine
Cox, 6(H9, 60:45.1: Norm and
Mariannne Colter. 70-79,
63:35.0; Peter and Marion
Carroll. 80-89, 67:58.5: Alphonse
Stadler and Sue Teegarden. go.
99, 77:39.8, and Stan Vencsld
and Marilyn Good, 100 and over.
15:1MI.2.

